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From the Editing Team
How we choose to label people, their societies and the political structures they live in has become
an increasingly a problematic issue. Certain words carry certain meanings, connotations and
assumptions that derive when applied as a label. For the field of International Politics, this poses
a particular issue because many topics are discussed in a Western-Centric manner. Alternatively,
great generalisations will occur when academics choosing to draw comparisons between the
‘Western World’ and the ‘Non-Western World’, ignoring the great differences in politics all across
the world. For this issue, it was decided to set the issue within the context of Non-Western
politics while being well aware of the generalisation that was being made.
The label Non-Western is loosely used to describe that which is not Western European or North
American. In the context if International Politics, this term is not so clearly definable, for the
history of the world and the development of most societies has become inseparably interlinked
through colonisation throughout history. This means that political structures and issues are also
linked by this shared history. The aim of this issue was then to see what people would associate
with being Non-Western and what links might be made to the West or other Non-Western factors.
The submissions interestingly have been vary varied in the topic areas covered. We have had
responses from people from a very wide background and countries of origin, and the topics being
covered also tackle a variety of issues, no set theme can be distinguished. Although only a very
small sample size, this suggests that the label ‘Non-Western’ is still associated with a very wide
geographic and range of topics.
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Myanmar’s Road to Democratization: Aung San Suu Kyi – ‘The
Power of the Powerless’?
By: Hazwani Liyana

This article will focus on critical analysis of Aung San Suu Kyi leadership in
Myanmar regarding her responses to Rohingya crisis. The analysis is made
on the basis it is the value of human rights that is the foremost element in
democratization processes.
Aung San Suu Kyi is famously known for her splendid effort to form ‘free
and democratic’ Myanmar.1 Her effort in doing so also gained her Nobel
Peace Prize 1991 for her ‘non-violent struggle for democracy and human
rights.2 The daughter of Myanmar independence hero – Aung San; never
thought that her return to Myanmar from Oxford, England in 1988 to care
for her sick mother would end her up with house arrest for 15 years for
going against the military junta in Myanmar.3 But, nothing could stop her
from realizing what she has chosen to pursue – free and democratic
Myanmar. The iron gate of her house that separated her from the outside
world became her stage to preach what she believed in, gaining her
thousands of supporters as the condition in Myanmar worsened.4
Everyone had the same hope and expectation that built up during her stay
under house arrest. Khin Omar of the Network for Democracy and
Development depicted this situation as:
She is the symbol of the hope for the people of Burma.
If she is out today, the whole country will rise up, will
follow her.5
On October 13th 2010, Aung San Suu Kyi was released from the house
arrest. Her release was celebrated worldwide. The then-prime minister of
the United Kingdom, David Cameron cited Aung San Suu Kyi as “an
inspiration for all of us who believe in freedom of speech, democracy and
Hasday, J. Aung San Suu Kyi: Activist for Democracy in Myanmar. (New York, Infobase Publishing, 2007), p.4.
Nobelprize.org, Aung San Suu Kyi - Facts. Available at:
https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1991/kyi-facts.html [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
3
Hasday, Aung San, pp.1-4.
4
Smith, M. ‘Aung San Suu Kyi: Burmese Politician 1945-‘. in Censorship: A World Encyclopedia, edited by D.
Jones (New York, Routledge, 2015), p.127.
5
Basu, M. and Rivers, D. (2010). ‘The daughter of a hero, Suu Kyi became Myanmar's symbol of hope’. CNN, 3
Novembeer 2010. Available at:
http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/asiapcf/11/13/myanmar.suu.kyi.profile/index.html [Accessed 11 Jun.
2017].
1
2
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human rights".6 The former president of the United States refers her as “a
source of inspiration for all who work to advance basic human rights in
Burma and around the world".7 German Chancellor Angela Merkel views
Aung San Suu Kyi as a “symbol for the global fight for the realisation of
human rights”.8 The same phrase, ‘human rights,’ echoes.
Aung San Suu Kyi and her party – National League for Democracy (NDL)
back into running for positions in Myanmar election after almost two
decades being denied and unrecognized by the military junta. 9 In 2015,
NDL won landslide victory, ending ‘decades of military-backed rule’.10
However, due to the foreign birth of her husband and children, Aung San
Suu Kyi was prevented from serving as president. She instead got herself
the position ‘State Counsellor,’ putting her long-time friend, Htin Kyaw as
the president of Myanmar.11 The ‘State Counsellor’ position would enable
her to make all key decisions; she publicly states, she will be “above the
presidents”.12
However, her leadership is questioned not long after her and her party in
power. She had been ‘struggling to hold Myanmar’s larger ethnic divisions
in check’.13 The Rohingya crisis and her silence on this matter have shaken
her stand.
Looking back at the history, Burmese government has refused to recognize
the Rohingya community as Burmese citizens, leaving the minority ethnic
stateless and not entitled to state protection.14 Rohingya are Muslim IndoAryan people who reside in Rakhine state, Myanmar, bordering with
Bangladesh, and commonly referred as mere illegal immigrants from
Bangladesh or Bengali despite their existence in Myanmar for generations.15
Rohingya have never been an ethnic group of Rakhine
State, nor are they among ethnicities recorded in the
BBC News. ‘In quotes: Reaction to release of Aung San Suu Kyi’. BBC News, 13 November 2010. Available at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific-11749353 [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
7
BBC News. In quotes: Reaction
8
BBC News. In quotes: Reaction
9
Lansford, T., Isacoff, J. and Muller, T. Myanmar (Burma) in Political Handbook of the World 2012, (Carlifornia,
CQ Press, 2012), p.993.
10
BBC News. ‘Myanmar election: Suu Kyi's NLD wins landslide victory’. BBC News, 13 November 2015.
Available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-34805806 [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
11
Gilbert, M. South Asia in World History. (New York, Oxford University Press, 2017), p.145.
12
BBC News. ‘Myanmar election: Aung San Suu Kyi 'will be above president'’. BBC News, 5 November 2015.
Available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/world-asia-34729691/myanmar-election-aung-san-suu-kyi-willbe-above-president [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
13
Gilbert, South Asia, p.145.
14
Blitz, B. Neither Seen nor Heard: Compound Deprivation among Stateless Children, in Children Without a
State: A Global Human Rights Challenge, edited by J. Bhabha, (Massachusetts, MIT Press, 2011), pp.58-59.
15
Cheesman, N. Opposing the Rule of Law: How Myanmar's Courts makes Law and Order (Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 2015), p.111.
6
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censuses and records of the colonialist British, or the
1973 and 1983 censuses … according to which those
foreign ethnicities who are not national races are named
only as Chinese, Indian, Pakistani, Bengali and
Nepalese. Rohingya are also not among the over 100
ethnic groups who are among the national races of
Myanmar.16
The government under military junta used The Burmese State Peace and
Development Council (SPDC) to ensure the Rohingya community is
subjected to ‘forced labor, restricted freedom of movement, confiscation of
land, arbitrary taxation and extortion by officials’.17 The hatred is further
fueled because the Buddhist monks use the terror acts committed by Muslim
extremists in the West to justify their atrocities committed against the
Rohingya community.18 Branded the “Face of Buddhist Terror” by Time
magazine, Ashin Wirathu is spreading his Islamophobic views through
speeches or social media posts and succeeded in influencing fellow monks
and citizens to start riots against Muslims in Myanmar.19
The situation intensified in 2012 when confrontation between Rohingya
Muslims and Rakhine Buddhists exploded. The military involved itself in the
crisis and martial law was declared.20 Thousands of Rohingya lost their
homes.21 Many fled by boat to neighboring states – Malaysia, Thailand and
Indonesia. This did not put an end to their sufferings as their boats, at first,
were pushed back by the authorities before finally accepted by Malaysian
and Indonesia in 2015.22 They are then subjected to ‘horrific treatment by
unscrupulous smugglers and traffickers in Burma, and abuse and neglect
aboard ships’.23 The Rohingya who chose to stay behind at the camps on
the other hand suffered continuous and systematic abuse and discrimination
by the military in power in that area that included, killing, beatings, rape,
forced relocation and their homes were burned and looted, to provide some
Mentioned by U Kyaw Win in the lower house of the national legislature on February 20, 2013, cited in
People’s Age March 20, 2013, cited in Cheesman, Opposing the Rule, p.111.
17
Feeny, T. Caught Between A Crocodile and Snake: Childhood in A Rohingya Refugee Camp, Bangladesh. in
Childhood in South Asia: A Critical Look at Issues, Policies, and Programs, edited by J. Pattnaik (North Carolina,
Information Age Publishing Inc., 2004), p.4.
18
Oppenheim, M. ‘It only takes one terrorist’: the Buddhist monk who reviles Myanmar’s Muslims. The
Guardian, 12 May 2017. Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2017/may/12/onlytakes-one-terrorist-buddhist-monk-reviles-myanmar-muslims-rohingya-refugees-ashin-wirathu [Accessed 11
Jun. 2017].
19
Ibrahim, A. The Rohingyas: Inside Myanmar's Hidden Genocide (London: Hurst & Co., 2016), p.67.
20
BBC News. ‘Why is there communal violence in Myanmar?’. BBC News, 3 July 2014. Available at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-18395788 [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
21
BBC News. ‘Why is there communal
22
Council on Foreign Relations, The Rohingya Migrant Crisis. Available at:
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/rohingya-migrant-crisis [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
23
Human Rights Watch, Southeast Asia: Accounts from Rohingya Boat People. Available at:
https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/05/27/southeast-asia-accounts-rohingya-boat-people [Accessed 11 Jun.
2017].
16
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examples.24 Their endless sufferings resulted in international outcry. People
turned their head to Aung San Suu Kyi, hoping for the icon of human rights
in democratized Myanmar to response accordingly. To everyone’s surprise,
she opts to avoid the topic and deny the allegations. In a recent interview
with BBC, she stated that:
I don't think there is ethnic cleansing going on. I think
ethnic cleansing is too strong an expression to use for
what is happening.25
While she cannot interfere with military due to the current constitution military operates independently of the governing party26, her voice
condemning the act is what people want to hear the most. The powerless
Rohingya needs Aung San Suu Kyi’s power to be alive. The hatred and
injustice towards the Rohingya is long-existing, but to have Aung San Suu
Kyi – a pro-democracy supporter who has an outstanding history in cracking
down on the military junta while in power,the plight of the Rohingya would
be expected to improve.27 Her passion to correct what is wrong that once
landed her 15 years of house arrest in opposing a repressive and oppressive
military junta is nowhere to be found. She also was accused of defending
the military’s behavior when no action was taken despite credible proofs
presented and also depicting such gross crime in Myanmar as common
issues in other countries:
Show me a country without human rights issues. Every
country has human rights abuses. I am taking seriously
allegations of human rights violations in this country.28
Her silence has caught the attention from the United Nations (UN) as its
Special Adviser to the Secretary-General on Myanmar issued this
statement:
I call upon Daw Aung San Suu Kyi to reflect on the
situation and, as she has done on so many occasions, to
listen to her “inner voice” and speak directly to the
people of Myanmar, asking them to rise above their
ethnic, religious and other differences and to advance
United Nations Human Rights, Report of OHCHR mission to Bangladesh. p.7. Available at:
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/MM/FlashReport3Feb2017.pdf [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
25
BBC News. ‘Aung San Suu Kyi: No ethnic cleansing of Myanmar Muslim minority’. BBC News, 6 April 2017.
Available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-39507350 [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
26
Kipgen, N. Democratisation of Myanmar (New Delhi, Routledge, 2016), p.151.
27
Moe, J. ‘Myanmar’s Leader Faulted for Silence as Army Campaigns Against Rohingya’. The New York Times, 1
December 2016. Available at: https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/01/world/asia/myanmars-leader-faulted-forsilence-as-army-campaigns-against-rohingya.html?_r=1 [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
28
Moe, Myanmar’s Leader Faulted
24
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human dignity, harmony
between all communities.29

and

mutual

cooperation

Recently in March, Aung San Suu Kyi rejected a decision by the UN's rights
council to investigate allegations of crimes by Burma's security forces
against minority Rohingya Muslims.30 Humanitarian agencies were denied
access to the lockdown area, making it harder for the victims to reach help
and greater opportunity for the military to conduct its atrocity in secret. 31
Aung San Suu Kyi sees this move by the UN as ‘will divide further the two
communities in Rakhine’ and ‘will not help to resolve the problems that are
arising all the time’.32
To sum up, Aung San Suu Kyi is being reluctant to talk about this situation
despite its graveness; denying the allegations despite credible proof
presented by human rights focused organisations. She refuses to
acknowledge ‘ethnic cleansing’ is happening despite knowing Rohingya
Muslim is publicly targeted by the radical Buddhist monks and the military
and she rejects an investigation by the UN after failing to manage the crisis.
Her decision to act like all listed above has ‘caused frustration locally and
disappointment internationally’.33 She was once a human rights defender
that the world adores, vowing to bring Myanmar to the road of
democratization and uphold its value.34 How she reacted to the powerless
Rohingya community is a total opposite. Her lack of actions witnessed the
violation of human rights at an increasing level each day. More Rohingya
are killed, raped, displaced and denied aid.35 The questions of why does she
opt to these inhumane approaches remain divided, but, she does not live
up to the expectation of being a beacon of hope for a democratic and
peaceful Myanmar. She is already a step forward in searching for democracy
in Myanmar – paving the way for ‘free and fair’ elections36, calling for
freedom of speech37 and more; but her ignorance on human rights issue
United Nations Secretary General, Note to Correspondents: Statement by Mr. Vijay Nambiar, Special Adviser
of the United Nations Secretary-General on Myanmar. Available at: https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/note29

correspondents/2016-12-08/note-correspondents-statement-mr-vijay-nambiar-special [Accessed 11 Jun.
2017].
30
Agence France-Presse. ‘Burma's Aung San Suu Kyi rejects UN Rohingya investigation’. The Telegraph, 3 May
2017. Available at: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/03/burmas-aung-san-suu-kyi-rejects-unrohingya-probe/ [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
31
United Nations Human Rights, Report of OHCHR mission to, pp.7-8.
32
Agence France-Presse. ‘Burma's Aung San Suu
33
United Nations Secretary General. Note to Correspondents
34
Vaz Ezdani, Y. New songs of the survivors. (Goa: Goa 1556, 2007), p.38.
35
Solomon, F, ‘Something Shocking Is Happening to Burma's Rohingya People’. Time, 21 November 2016.
Available at: http://time.com/4576079/burma-myanmar-arakan-rakhine-rohingya-tatmadaw-suu-kyi/
[Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
36
Rankin, M. An Introduction to Religious and Spiritual Experience (London: Continuum, 2008), p.216.
37
The Independent, ‘Aung San Suu Kyi calls for freedom of speech’. The Independent, 14 November 2010.
Available at: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/aung-san-suu-kyi-calls-for-freedom-of-speech2133807.html [Accessed 11 Jun. 2017].
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surrounding the Rohingya community in her beloved country has proven
that Myanmar’s journey to democracy remains a long one.
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Why FEMEN in Ukraine?
By: Lisa Claussmann

“FEMEN was founded by a group of young female students in a culture in
which men talk and women listen. In which men decide and women accept
their decisions. In which men dominate and women accept that
domination.”1 This is how Inna Shevchenko, now leader of the Femen
organization, describes the feminist activist group founded by Anna Hutsol,
Sasha Shevchenko and Oksana Shachko, a bunch of Ukrainian women, in
the aftermaths of the Orange Revolution. The quote underlines the social
difficulties of a Ukraine trapped in political as well as economical tensions.
Indeed, the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the subsequent
independence of Ukraine in April of the same year, left a country with a
heavy yet criticised communist heritage. The tensions which shook the
country from 1991 onwards gave birth to several forms of protests, one
being the critic of patriarchy. According to the Open Education Sociology
Dictionary, patriarchy is “a society, system, or group in which men dominate
women and have the power and authority”.2 The end of patriarchy in
Ukraine was therefore one of the claims made by Femen in their early years
and as the organisation grew bigger, their protests started to extend and
reach for an international audience. This essay will focus on the national
motives for the creation of FEMEN, with an emphasis on the aspects of the
Ukrainian society against which women rebelled in the first place. To what
extend did the political context influence the very existence as well as the
development of the organisation? This question will guide the following
demonstration and will cast a light on the methods used by FEMEN, often
qualified as radical, in order to understand better how the protests of a
bunch of women in gender-stereotyped Ukraine reached for an international
audience. After an explanation of the political context of the years 2000, we
will study the controversy of the organisation in order to determine the
efficiency of the claims made by Femen.

Shevchenko, I. (2013) ‘Femen let Victor Svyatski take over because we didn’t know how to fight it, The

1

Guardian, 5 September 2013, Available online at:

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/05/victory-svyatski-femen-man [Accessed
05/06/2017]
2
‘Patriarchy’, Open Education Sociology Dictionary available online at:
http://sociologydictionary.org/patriarchy/ [Accessed 07/06/2017]
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A rejection of the communist ideology as a base for women’s
empowerment
When the Soviet Union collapsed, many of the former Socialist Republics
were left with disbanded economies. The socialist model of society implied
that a large majority of the population benefitted from job opportunities
although the general standard of living was quite low. As of 1991, this
situation had blown at the expense of a less socialist yet more open to
progress economy. Indeed, in the young independent Ukraine communism
was largely rejected at the expense of a renewal of the ethnic uniqueness
of the country, a claim also expressed by Ukrainian women.3 The political
context hit the latter first, as a part of them struggled to find jobs during
the transition to a market economy. In a book entitled ‘Women’s Social
Activism in the New Ukraine’, Phillips compares several initiatives taken by
women to enhance their employability, often through the creation of NGOs
aiming at casting light on ignored problems. Phillips notes that middle-aged
women face a worse situation in the New Ukraine compared to what they
knew during the years of existence of the Soviet Union, a paradox which
partly explains the bloom of NGOs created by Ukrainian women after 1991.4
Although the activist work provided an enhanced situation for some people,
especially women, the overall initiative lacked a national coordination. This
resulted in a paradoxical situation in which, in spite of the bloom of an
activity and the obvious lucrative prospects, the Ukrainian state would not
intervene. This situation can be explained by several factors, concludes
Phillips, among them the Ukrainian mentality itself.5 Indeed, the perception
of the roles within the society is very much gender-based and this revealed
to be difficult to work within this frame, even for international NGOs which
agreed to provide their support. NGO activism in Ukraine is mainly led by
women because of their established role of caring mothers, wife, daughters
or sisters. This particular role was transferred in many of the early activism
initiatives and was so firmly fixed that nobody would question it, therefore
reinforcing the stereotypes around the role of women in the Ukrainian
society.6 Since then, Ukraine signed the UN Millennium Declaration on the
Millennium Summit in New York in 2000, hence agreeing to achieve gender
equality by 2015. Although such commitments were taken, it has not been
enough to erase the patriarchal mentality among Ukrainians. The political
context of the early days of the New Ukraine reinforced the difficulties of
women to empower themselves and get rid of what prevented them from

Rubchak M., ‘Seeing pink: Searching for gender justice through opposition in Ukraine’, European Journal of
Women’s Studies, 2012, (19, 1), p. 57 http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1350506811425827
3

[Accessed 30/05/2017]
4
Phillips, S.Women’s Social Activism in the New Ukraine (Indiana University, Bloomington, 2008), p.3
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/aber/reader.action?docID=362719 [Accessed 27/05/2017]
5
Phillips, S.Women’s Social Activism, p. 163
6
Phillips, S.Women’s Social Activism, p. 163
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being a real voice of opposition in the country. More radical methods were
needed to make real changes, and this is where the idea of FEMEN started.
Events in the early 2000s marked the starting point of FEMEN
This argument will explain why FEMEN as an organization was created in
2008 to fight against prostitution and trafficking in women. 7 In the late
2000s, Ukraine was the first European destination for sexual tourism8 and
women’s career prospects were narrow. While Inna Shevchenko recalls her
female school friends, among whom a majority were married by the age of
18, she also emphasizes the difficulties for young Ukrainians women to find
a good job without having to attach to their applications a couple of photos
of them wearing bikinis.9 Becoming a housewife or a prostitute seemed to
be the two options between which 18 year-old girls had to choose. On top
of that, the situation was encouraged by companies thriving on the
‘international dating’ business. For example Anastasia International links
men from all around the world to young Ukrainian girls searching for a
husband. Although the women tend to avoid any engagement, the system
remains virtuous thanks to the ability for European as well as American
citizens to obtain free visas for Ukraine. These jobs in which women are
offered opportunities reinforce the stereotypes around women easing the
pain of men, as housewives or lovers. Getting rid of this gendered
perception of the society is an arduous task for several reasons. Firstly,
because women themselves don’t necessarily realise that being treated
differently means unequally. Secondly, because the politicians also refuse
to see the problem. Rubchak therefore assesses that “it had taken 10
years….to convince parliamentarians raised on traditional notions that no
such things as gender inequity exists”.10 When the current Ukrainian
president, Viktor Yanukovych, came into power, his retrograde thinking
towards women drove many of his political initiatives. His offering of the
title ‘Mother-Heroine’ in 2011 to 4000 Ukrainian women with five or more
children clearly shows that he has no intention to break free from the
patriarchal thinking which occurred since the collapse of the Soviet Union.11
This lack of political will coupled with the discrimination based on the gender
encouraged Anna Hutsol to create the Femen organisation. The latter
appeared in the continuation of the ideas of the Orange Revolution and
moved a couple of women willing to keep it going. In her TEDx Talk, Inna
Rubchak M., ‘Seeing pink’, p.63
‘Elles disent “non” au tourisme sexuel, et de quelle façon!”, Observers France 24 online, 28/08/2009 available
at : http://observers.france24.com/fr/20090828-lutte-tourisme-sexuel-prostitution-femen [Accessed on
25/05/2017]
9
Aitkenhead D. ‘Femen leader Inna Shevchenko: ‘I’m for any form of feminism’, The Guardian, 8 November
2013 Available online at: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/08/femen-leader-inna-shevchenkointerview [Accessed 05/06/2017]
10
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Shevchenko admits the fight began at the very moment she realised that
these ideas could not be expressed freely.12 FEMEN would therefore be a
means through which women would be able to talk about their concerns,
the first step into a broader change of the mentalities, Inna hoped.
FEMEN’s development boosted by the controversy around the methods
employed to get their message heard
Once FEMEN were created, the political context tainted of patriarchy
remained an important factor against which they rebelled but it also played
an important role in the choice of the methods used to make these protests
be heard. Although today it is acknowledged that FEMEN face critics from
both feminists and non-feminists around the world, they faced the same
kind of rejection when the organisation was limited to Ukraine. The critics
focused on the character of FEMEN’s topless demonstrations, often pointed
as extremists. An explanation of nudity is necessary to understand its use
in the context of political claims. Christophe Colera identifies several types
of nudity, among which two types which could be opposed in the case of
Ukraine: the pornographic nudity and the nudity as a means of selfaffirmation.13 The former is intrinsically related to sex, and the essay has
argued above how much women are considered as sexual objects in
Ukraine. The latter type of nudity is used by FEMEN and causes troubles.
The link between the two types of nudity is tight, as admits Inna
Shevchenko when she recalls her first contact with the organisation: ‘you
can’t be against prostitution and then take your clothes off’.14 She also
admits that her only idea of nudity was ‘in the bed of men’, a perception
which would be considered as ‘pornographic’, if we use the scheme
explained above.15 How did FEMEN end up using their own body, the very
object of a system they denounced, as a tool to rebel against patriarchy?
The political context determined the perception of women’s bodies, which
unarguably influenced the choice of Femen to protest topless in the streets.
Anna Hutsol, the founder of FEMEN, considers that this strategy is more
efficient than any other because of a double benefit: by striking people’s
attention on the organisation, FEMEN can cast light on their claims as well
as re-appropriate their bodies to themselves.16 Inna Shevchenko offers a
similar perspective when asked about the paradox between protesting
against prostitution and going topless in the streets. She insists on the
Shevchenko I. ‘I will not stop speaking out loud’, TEDxKalamata, 2015. Available online at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oMaC9_fJ1Y [Accessed 30/05/2017]
13
‘La nudité version Femen : provocation ou coup médiatique ?’, nuditépratique blog. Available online at :
http://nudite.pratique.over-blog.com/article-le-livre-la-nudite-cite-sur-france-info-118407422.html [Accessed
25/05/2017]
14
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difference between her perception of her own body and the patriarchal
perception of it as a sexual object. Inna Shevchenko adds: ‘we’re showing
an aggressive, screaming body’17, which contradicts the rooted idea that
women are gentle and caring. Therefore, by daring a re-appropriation of
their bodies, FEMEN challenged the consent of women to be used according
to men’s desires.
FEMEN facing controversies around their composition
FEMEN blurred the conceptions surrounding Ukrainian women by using
unconventional methods such as protesting topless in front of an embassy
with messages written on their naked chests. Their provocative attitude was
a highly controversial strategy and tended to be regarded as a tacit
agreement with the methods of the media by displaying the most attractive
women bodies during FEMEN’s protests. However, in spite of the assurance
that radical means will appeal journalists, FEMEN needed to cope with the
fact that how they deliver the message should not contradict the very
essence of the message. Therefore, the bodies which are used count a lot
in the delivery of the protest. FEMEN in Ukraine have been accused of using
slim, blond and white women to attract media coverage interested in
featuring bodies fitting the canons of beauty on their front covers.18 While
a majority of FEMEN Ukrainian activists correspond to this description, it is
not the case for all of them. Indeed, Kitty Green’s documentary ‘Ukraine is
not a brothel’ releases the testimony of an obese, short brown-haired
woman taking part of the movement. She admits the necessity for the
organisation to attract as many journalists but recognizes the lack of
diversity in the physical appearance of the activists. She affirms her will to
remain committed to the organisation while expressing doubts upon
whether she will be sent to another public protest. The exceptional presence
of such a woman within Ukrainian FEMEN could be long discussed but it
questions the broader composition of the Ukrainian society. The influence
of the sex industry as well as the requirements weighting on women’s
shoulders for being attractive may dictate, even unconsciously, their
physical appearances. If this is accurate, there should be no surprise to find
a majority of blond and slim women in Ukraine. On top of that, these diktats
correspond to the requirements of the fashion industry and such bodies
could easily make an attractive as well as lucrative front cover. So, whilst
the critics poured on the physical appearance of Ukrainian activists, the
blame on the organisation is hardly relevant. On top of that, the argument
is not quite valid today that FEMEN have become international. The
Aitkenhead D. ‘Femen leader Inna Shevchenko’
Cochrane K., ‘Rise of the naked female warriors’ The Guardian, 20 March 2013, Available online at:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/mar/20/naked-female-warrior-femen-topless-protesters [Accessed
05/06/2017]
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controversy around the topless demonstration struck by FEMEN should
therefore not be read through the scope of Western norms.
The development of FEMEN through a change in which feminism is
communicated
After explaining the extent to which FEMEN’s methods are controversial, we
now move on to an assessment of their ability to change mentalities in
Ukraine. On the one hand, the process was challenged by the presence of
Viktor Svyatski in an important position within FEMEN organisation. Indeed,
Kitty Green’s documentary appeared controversial when it came to the role
of Svyatski, who introduced himself as the leader of FEMEN in its early
years. Having a man leading the organisation turned out to be damaging
for FEMEN who claimed to fight against patriarchy. It is important to note
that these concerns were expressed by Western journalists or critics who
lived in less stereotypes societies. Inna Shevchenko insists on this point to
explain how difficult it was for a bunch of young women to get rid of
unconscious norms. She admits they let Svyatski be part of the organisation
because they ignored how to fight patriarchy but affirms he has never had
the role of a leader.19 On the other hand, the controversy emphasised the
need for women to empower themselves through a feminist organisation.
Although NGOs has existed for more than a decade when FEMEN were
created, there was no organisation claiming the defence of women.
Feminism was, if not ignored, at least a vague notion in the minds of
educated Ukrainian women. Inna Shevchenko admits that, before FEMEN
became known, feminism was an unpopular notion and claiming you were
a feminist was equivalent to being stupid.20 She therefore considers as a
success the fact that Femen brought the notion to a renewal. Unlike FEMEN
activists, O’Keefe denounces the re-appropriation of patriarchal signifiers
by the organisation, which reinforces the current perceptions, she
considers. She argues that, instead of rebelling against men, Femen
conform to their expectations by showing their breasts.21 While the author
reproaches FEMEN to lack imagination to reinvent the ‘desirable’ female
bodies, a look at how the organisation has adapted and changed radically
depending on the political context could challenge this assumption.22 On the
overall, FEMEN made their voices heard efficiently if we consider the extent
to which the organisation’s protests have been covered by the media.
However, if we consider the concrete enhancing of the situation in the
Shevchenko, I. (2013) ‘Femen let Victor Svyatski take over because we didn’t know how to fight it, The
Guardian, 5 September 2013, Available online at:
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/05/victory-svyatski-femen-man [Accessed
05/06/2017]
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7), p.11 Available online at: https://link.springer.com/journal/volumesAndIssues/41305 [Accessed
30/05/2017]
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country, the efficacity is a lot more arguable. Although it is undeniable that
FEMEN succeeded in questioning the well-founded of the assumption that
women are made for being wives or lovers, the changing of mentalities will
take a lot more time and a stronger political will.
FEMEN’s description of themselves as ‘the special force of feminism’23 sums
up the previous arguments regarding the necessity for Ukrainian women to
empower themselves as a force of opposition against the patriarchal
perceptions spread within society. The expression also refers to their
unusual as well controverted way of protesting topless. Both aspects
correspond to the answer from an oppressed part of the Ukrainian
population with hopes for better futures for themselves or their children.
The article did not discuss, on purpose, the extent to which these methods
are relevant in other parts of the world. Instead, it focused on explaining
how the difficulty for women to reach for higher positions in their jobs
without facing discrimination influenced the revolutionary methods
employed by FEMEN. The group brought to the Ukrainian streets as well as
to the front covers of international newspapers some protests against which
nobody had never expressed any concern before. Therefore, by
contextualising the beginnings of FEMEN, the essay aimed at questioning
the critics which call them ‘radicals’ in a negative sense. Such actions may
be questionable in areas where women are given a voice, however they
may be necessary in a gender-stereotyped society. The political context
thus influenced the methods as well as the growth of a once small bunch of
students who decided to fight patriarchy.
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The missing discussion on male agencies role in improving female
agency in the Middle East
By: Ben Brotherwood

Comments made by Republican presidential candidate generated a great
deal of media interest after he stated, ‘if you look throughout the world at
Muslim government, I see discrimination against women…and I would be
very interest in somebody showing me one of the Muslim nations where
that is not occurring’.1 Carroll rose to this challenge and used the 2014
Global Gender Gap Index to demonstrate several exceptions, but was forced
to concede that there was still a majority of Muslim states suffering from a
disparity in gender equality.2 The question that needs to be raised then is
how much agency to women in Muslim societies have then to be able to
close what is considered to be a gap in gender equality? The question of
how to improve female agency in across the world has become the central
focus for many organisations moving into the 21st Century.3 This essay will
assess the discourses surrounding the agency of women, and suggest that
a misunderstanding from a Western perspective has occurred on the role
agency plays, which is actively harming discourses designed to promote
female agency in Muslim societies in both the Western and Non-Western
world. The result of the misunderstanding means that an equally important
group of agents is missed; those agents being the male populations of
Muslim societies. Without a clear and concise discourse between the two
sides, women’s agency is unlikely to improve.
The principle of agency, the essay defines as the ability for individuals or
groups to be able to act in a manor to intervene and influence the course
of events.4 The first stage of the essay will be to demonstrate why women’s
agency is considered missing and assess the areas which are considered
vital to improve agency. Primarily the areas looked at will be: female
education, government involvement and debates on the effect of Islam. To
demonstrate where Western misunderstanding has negatively affected
women’s agency, the essay will look at two issues; the effect of education
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the conflicting discourses surrounding
the issue of headscarves in Muslim communities. The example of Saudi
Arabia will demonstrate how not commenting on the men plays in improving
female agency means that situations are not always improving, while the
section on the headscarf will demonstrate how Western Influence is
negatively impacting female’s agency to resolve the debate.
1
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Lost Agency
Depending on the field one studies, the precise reason women in many nonwestern Muslim societies have lost their agency varies but the underlying
issue of patriarchal remains a common theme. Enloe provides in her work
a narrative of colonizers exporting patriarchal viewpoints as part of their
civilising mission and methods of control aimed at the indigenous
populations of the colonies they are creating.5 The masculine image of the
male protecting and providing for his family must be upheld by the coloniser
to keep control of the natives and appear superior. Naturally by Enloe’s
logic, those that are colonised seek to emulate the power of the coloniser
and so adopt this patriarchal viewpoint in their own lives. Such a narrative
is not without contention, Secular feminists will look at the impact
interpretations of Islam have on promoting patriarchal viewpoints. Such an
example can be seen in the discussion of Duits and Zoonen, who describe
how quick mainstream Western Journalism and some academic publishing
is to understand Islam as a hegemonic frame that influences all thinking
and debate.6 Even empirical scholars, making comparisons between Islamic
communities and their neighbouring communities in a variety of states have
concluded, based on their research that the Islamic religion is to blame for
women accepting the existence of a patriarchal order to survive.7 Any
attempt to blame religion as the promoter of patriarchal societies is of great
annoyance for Islamic feminists, however.
The work of Islamic Feminist scholars is vitally important, for it
demonstrates why viewing Islamic religion as a promoter of patriarchal
society which removes female agency is a flawed viewpoint. Badran
provides a very precise overview of the body of work produced by Islamic
Feminists, all of which is aimed at addressing the issue of basing your
knowledge of Islam by reading the Hadith’s instead of readings of the
original text, the Qur’an.8 The Qur’an promotes the equality of males and
females and describes the only reason males and females are different is to
enable the bearing and raising children. When a child is introduced to the
relationship between the male and female, the male ought to aid the women
as best he can for he has less to do within the role. It does not explicitly
state the only purpose of the women at this point is to raise the children.9
Patriarchal viewpoints specifically argue that the woman’s role is to maintain
the household while the male protects and earns for the family. As much as
this work can allow us to clear Islam as a religion from promoting a
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patriarchal society, it does not explain why Islamic states suffer from such
a disparity in Gender Equality.
Perhaps the best attempt body of work explaining the loss of agency for
women in many Islamic Countries is made by Milton-Edwards. Crucially for
her argumentation, she does not expressly dismiss any of the various
viewpoints explaining why the patriarchy is dominant in Islamic society,
instead she places them into the context of nationalistic movements gaining
independence from Western colonialism.10 You can identify the combination
of the various potential viewpoints, the fact that women were not present
while states were formed in a gender biased process by men as argued by
Staudt.11 Milton-Edwards explains how women’s agency was lost in the
nationalist post-colonial movements, but still reflects on the origins of the
patriarchal society identified by Enloe as being exported by Western
Coloniser’s. Crucially, her work identifies the missing points in many
debates surrounding the Muslim cultures. The first of these points is the role
male agency still has in suppressing female agency. The second factor is
western influence shaping or impacting discourses surrounding issues of
female agency. Using the points made by Milton-Edwards as a base, the
essay will explore why the missing points identified by her mean that
patriarchal views are still abundant causing women to still lack agency.
Saudi Arabia
The first point Milton-Edwards identifies is the agency men have to affect
the increase in female agency is still of vital consideration. Within the
context of national governments following independence, few women were
ever able to successfully promote changes in government policy, for
ultimately, it was still male agents that had the ultimate control over policies
designed to empower.12 Generally, western scholars do identify this gender
imbalance in governments, but they fail to understand that their solutions
are not effective in every case. Using the example of Saudi Arabia, we will
demonstrate how an unwillingness to engage with the effect of male agency
as well of female agency can negate proposed solutions.
In 2014, the World Bank released a press statement, stating the vital role
that education played in advancing the agency of women in societies
globally.13 The work of Sen demonstrates that as a tool, this claim is correct,
education of women does have many positive benefits for their lives and for
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wider society.14 One strength of the World Bank’s argument is that it does
also recognize that education alone is not enough to create improvement,
there are still societal and policy constraints that hold back many female’s
from advancing further with their careers. Such a situation is very apparent
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In 2015, there were over 2,000 more
registered female undergraduate students then males in all the universities
across the Kingdom.15 However, the issue for women attending university
is the level of students finding work once they have graduated. To continue
looking at 2015, 45.78% of graduate females were employed, in
comparison to 87.97% of graduate males16. It is clear then that education
as a singular driving force is not enough, and this suggests that more
attention needs to be payed to the effect males are having in preventing
females who have the requisite knowledge from participating.
The World Bank identified a greater need for policy makers and stakeholders
to identify and change legislation that handicapped women from entering
the job markets once they are educated17. The is a noticeable biased
however in the wording of the article, for not once did they mention males
and neither did they comment on the general disparity of women being
present in political organisations that are able to enact the changes needed.
In the instance of Saudi Arabia, only 20% of the Consultative Assembly are
women.18 Mohammad al-Khunauzi, a member of the Saudi Arabian
Consultative Assembly in an interview stated that the employment rate
would not improve unless further legislation was passed; in the instance of
Saudi Arabia, however, it is an Oligarchic state with a dominance of males
in the ruling elites.19 In this instance, the ability for woman to improve their
agency does not lie with education, it relies on convincing men to use their
own agency to improve the level of agency woman have in the population.
The issue, however, is that influential organisations, such as the World Bank
fail to acknowledge this fact, choosing to refer to policy makers in gender
neutral terms, creating the assumption that the policy makers have no
gender biased which will influence what they choose to implement.20 To
include another example of organisations failing to address the role men
play in improving and creating female agency, a UNESCO report on the
Sen, A. Development As Freedom (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001), p. 192
General Authority for Statistic Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, ‘Chapter 3: Education and Training’, in Statistical
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International Seminar of 1995 relied on solely on the arguments that
women’s empowerment would be able to break the barriers, not once
mentioning the male population in the societies that were suppressing
women’s agency.21 There is clearly a need then to understand and finds
ways of promoting engagement with men, so that men are encouraged to
create the policy needed to ensure women are able to gain greater levels of
agency. The danger is, if academics and international organisations
continue to miss the role of men in the creation of agency for woman, then
progress along that road may not be universally possible.
Western Influence in the debate over Headscarves
The issue of headscarves being worn for religious reasons has become
somewhat divisive in both the Arabic and Non-Arabic world. Milton-Edwards
demonstrated in her text the role that Western images of civilisation had on
influencing the way nationalist movements shaped their post-colonial
communities. Enloe takes this idea on step further, and demonstrates how
the states have continued to look at Western actions and discourses as a
comparison point to assess how civilized one’s own state now is.22 Enloe
also demonstrates how some states such as Iran have chosen to embrace
a more patriarchal standpoint to reinforce how their own brand of
nationalism is very different to Western ideas. In the context of the debate
over the headscarf, Muslim countries are basing their own discussion on
those that take place in the West, either to act in a similar manor or to act
in an opposing one. There are two issues with this effect, however, which
we will explore that are both interlinked; the agency of men in influencing
the debate and western secular concerns effecting who is considered
capable of contributing to debates.
Milton-Edwards is concerned that as the world continues to undergo more
processes of modernisation, of which the empowerment of women plays a
part of, the more traditionally minded people, particularly men will seek to
suppress the empowerment of women.23 Western academic work is very
mixed in opinion on the role the headscarf plays, yet this work is shaping
the image that is being modelled in the Non-West. Western attitudes
towards the headscarves are concerned that any debate made within the
context of Islamic communities is framed within a hegemonic traditionalist
Islamic viewpoint, and therefore cannot be objective in any sense.24
Attempts within the west to suggest that there is a voice being missed, the
Muslim women themselves being affected by the debate surrounding
UNESCO Institute for Education, ‘Women, Education and Empowerment: Pathways towards Autonomy’
(Hamburg, UNESCO, 1995), p. 21 Available at: http://www.unesco.org/education/pdf/283_102.pdf [Accessed:
27/03/2017]
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headscarves are being ignored.25 The debates for how much agency women
should have on the issue are not taking place within their own communities,
instead western debate is influencing the predominantly male governments
monitoring the western stance towards the headscarf. Enloe’s assesses the
multitude of examples of decisions to enforce or ban headscarves and each
time the decision has ultimately been made by men.26
The agency of woman is not present in the issue of the wearing of
headscarves because of the disagreement in Western discussion towards
whether Islamic woman should even have a voice in deciding a policy
towards headscarves. There is no easy response however for how the West
should change its discourse to promote woman’s agency in Muslim
Countries on the issue. Perhaps one alternative may be to join forces with
Islamic Feminist scholars, and explore ways that the issue of the headscarf
can be detached from ideas of patriarchy or from discussion about
modernisation forces. The less associated from Western liberal ideals the
issue becomes, the more likely states dominated by male decision makers
who resent or distrust Western values will be to view the headscarf as
something they can include female voices in the discussion, allowing for
woman to have agency to influence the debate. It must be noted that this
is nothing more than speculative thought, the issue remains that western
ideals and values have become so centred in the debate around the wearing
of headscarves, that the issue of ensuring woman have agency on the issue
has been largely forgotten.
Conclusion
The control men have over the debate has been demonstrated to be present
in certain situations. Anyone reading the debate should be mindful of
asserting that these issues are by any means universal, or are unable to
change. It would be fair to comment that the essay is focused heavily on
two very focused issues, and the issues described are unlikely to be a
universal feature across a range of issues that woman require agency in.
The essay also is not trying to argue that current strategies that are in place
for improving women’s agency are not effective in some areas, the statistics
themselves show that in situations they are making a difference in places.27
The essay is simply trying to suggest that, most crucially, by ignoring the
issue of male agency in ensuring women can gain their own agency, there
is a real danger that in certain area’s women might never gain agency over
matters that affect them. Unless both non-western and western literature
tries to engage with the men and the agency they themselves have to enact
change, woman’s agency will continue to be lacking in many situations.
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The Complexity of Power: Layers of the Past in Islamic Visual
Culture
By: Zoe Merod

Looking at maps of the Mediterranean
between the late 10th and 12th centuries,
the chaos is almost palpable. Boundaries
shifted every which way as opposing
forces vied for territory and emirates and
empires alike consumed land, all in hopes
of publically projecting their supremacy
over the known world. Beginning in the
southern Iberian Peninsula, the AlMughira Pyxis read like a warning note
from brother to brother in the drama to
hold the al-Andalusian crown. Moving
forward in time to Norman Sicily, the
Mantle of Roger II drew from many
different cultures in its design, though
worn by only one Norman king who came
from a line of conquerors. Finally,
propelled into the future, the Minbar of
Kutubiyya
calls
into
question
the
distribution of authority of which 12th
century objects can become the precarious division. The Islamic world, like
anything else, has not been stagnant in its growth and change since the
10th century. The works of art from time periods of major social and political
change speak more than just about their origin, they express the nuanced
complexity of power within the Islamic world.
If Al-Hakam II wanted to continue holding the crown of the Umayyad empire
in al-Anadalus, he knew he had to produce an heir, or the throne would be
turned over to his younger brother, al-Mughira (Prado-Vilar 19). Al-Hakam
moved the capital from Cordoba to Madinat al-Zahra and a royal workshop
began to produce objects for the court and other royal necessities. One of
the objects produced in that workshop was the Pyxis of al-Mughira from
968, an intricately decorated ivory pyxis that was covered in design and
hidden meaning. Within the beautifully crafted and carved ivory four court
scenes are inlaid, meant to be read from left to right (Prado-Vilar 22).
Among the scenes is a familiar motif with a completely different meaning.
Two lions are shown overtaking two bulls in the strong animal, weak animal
depiction that is common within the visual language of Islamic art. Though,
this depiction is unique in that it is two equally strong animals, an indication
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that this scene speaks of triumph among equals, triumph among brothers.
Clearly a warning sign from al-Hakam to al-Mughira, the reading of this
scene as a metaphor for the dynamic of power between the two competing
successors of the Umayyad dynasty brings up the question of competition
as relates to power. Francisco Prado-Vilar writes, “An idea such as ‘the
stronger the victim the more powerful the victor’ might have played a role
in the iconographic choice of bulls” (Prado-Vilar 25) which supports the idea
that power is not only control and wealth, it is also physical presence and
establishing dominance over a significant competitor. The specific choice of
the bull as opposed to a weaker animal such as a gazelle proves that the
opposition is an important element in the equation of power. The equal
muscle of the two animals boosts the lion’s, or al-Hakam’s, strength
because to beat a bull is to be a more capable victor.
Another example of the strong animal, weak animal motif in Islamic art can
be found on the Mantle of Roger II, in the form of lions versus camels. Roger
II, the successor of the Norman throne in Sicily has come to be known for
his support of multiculturalism. The Mantle, or loosely defined as coronation
robes in a northern European context, originated in Sicily in 1133 and is
decorated with gold thread and pearls, with designs of large lions defeating
camels. This object, like the Pyxis of al-Mughira, uses the medium of art to
convey a key message. The camel can be thought of as representing the
Islamic lands that Roger II conquered and therefore his absorption of
Islamic culture into his newly formed Sicilian society (Hoffman 29). Eva
Hoffman argues that, “By wearing the image of a victorious lion over his
shoulders, the lion was transferred and fused to his person, transforming
Roger into the embodiment of victory” (Hoffman 29) which supports the
idea of Roger’s appropriation of cultures as the main source of his rising
power platform. In the case of Roger II, power over a certain culture meant
showing how oneself fit into that cultural landscape in the context of its
traditions.
Furthermore, “the triumph of the lion over the camel is defined not only
through the clarity of present identities in the contemporary NormanIslamic context, but also through a reversal of the motif’s past associations”
(Hoffman 30). The lion was typically associated with Islamic rulers and
therefore as Roger reversed the roles to represent himself as the lion, he
deliberately showed the strength of Christian rule over Muslim rule
(Hoffman 30). Like the Pyxis of al-Mughira which brought iconographical
courtly scenes to a medium that typically was only decorated with vegetal
motifs, the Mantle of Roger II took traditional decorations within the Islamic
tradition and flipped them. It was in that change where his power was
asserted.
The minbar of Kutubiyya clearly exemplifies the relevance of discussing
dynamics of power within Islamic art even today. The Kutubiyya minbar
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brings us back to Cordoba briefly, during the Almoravid period in 1137 when
it was commissioned (Kimmelman 2). The minbar is, by nature, a practical
piece of art because of its main function as part of a working mosque. So,
when the Metropolitan Museum of Art offered to help restore the historic
minbar of Kutubiyya to put it in on display at the Badi Palace – a museum
essentially – writers like Michael Kimmelman compared it to another minbar
that is still in use, one from the Casbah mosque to better understand the
intent behind the restoration. The discussion of such objects in comparison
to each other brings up critical questions central to the study of Islamic art:
“But which context is ultimately more faithful to the spirit of something like
the minbar: the Casbah mosque or the Badi Palace Museum?” (Kimmelman
2) Is the minbar’s power stripped away when it is taken out of its original
context? Kimmelman argues that it is a matter of perspective whether to
look at 12th century minbars as pieces of history to restore and display or
as integral parts of a living faith that get rolled in and out of the mosque
closet each Friday by the imam. The Met, by asserting themselves into the
restoration situation across the ocean, somewhat like Roger II did unto
Sicily, seem to have gained some form of power, or at least praise. By
placing the minbar in a museum, do Western ideals of preservation
outweigh and overpower the sacredness of the minbar’s original purpose?
The answer may still be unclear, especially as long as modern museums are
in existence.
Today, the world is very different place than it was in the 10th-12th centuries,
of course, though the theme of power is still very significant. Social systems
not just in the United States, but all over the world now exist in the time of
Donald Trump in which media stands as the primary vessel for visual
language to be shared. Using the media as both a tool and a crutch, Mr.
Trump elevates himself above others in an attempt to express his cause in
140 characters or less, complete with hashtags and emojis. These quips are
like the innuendos carved into ivory and the cultural annexation of a king’s
robe hundreds of years ago. After Mr. Trump set a travel ban on immigrants,
and more specifically targeting Muslim citizens, to and from the United
States earlier this year, his authority was questioned by the powerful spirit
of art. Museums like the Museum of Modern Art and the Metropolitan
Museum of Art both in New York City curated special exhibits in the wake
of the ban dedicated to art from the Islamic world. In addition, they created
special tours and lectures open to the public where experts and Islamic art
historians shared their knowledge and perspective on a rich and vibrant
culture.
Control, influence and authority are all synonyms for power, though each
one takes on its own connotation within certain contexts. In the case of the
Pxyis of al-Mughira, art expresses speech far better than words themselves
as a signal of warning is shared between brothers. In Norman Sicily, the
great and perhaps terrible Roger II appropriated culture as a means to
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bolster his own significance by representing himself in an age-old motif as
the stronger figure. More recently, 12th century minbars stay relevant as
they are the center of journalistic conversation, raising questions of
practicality versus curatorial aspirations. Careful examination of the visual
language of Islamic art from specific time periods of social and political
turbulence allows the layered meanings, complex nature and, ultimately,
true identity of power to flesh out.
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The False Flag of Independence: The Identity Crisis of
Decolonisation
By:Edward Ashdown

Africa, it is a continent that to the Western eye, has been shrouded in
mystery for thousands of years. It’s almost complete subjugation under
colonial rule, with the exception of pockets of self-governance in the West,
central Africa, and most notably in Ethiopia, lifted the lid on the continent
and led to several centuries of exploitation by the West. But Colonialism is
not a new phenomenon. Black Africa has been the centre of thousands of
years of concerted efforts by white foreigners to colonise its lands and
secure resources; from the movement of white Arabs into Egypt over 5,000
years ago,1 to the tacitly forced conversion of the Great Mali with its capital
at Timbuktu, to Islam in 1050AD to protect their trade caravans from Berber
raiders in the growing Sahara Desert.2 From the Portugese-Kongolese wars
in Angola led by Queen Nzinga the Unconquerable against the Portugese
ambition of spanning central Africa with their Empire,3 to of course, the
infamous slave trade. The most recent colonisation was the most complete,
with the majority of the 30.37million sqkm of African continent under
European occupation. The supposed independence from this colonisation,
has disappointed many who believe it has failed to bring the benefits selfrule was supposed to. Much of the blame for this failure can be attributed
to neo-colonial policy. To understand why this is, it is important to examine
history, and the present situation as to why so-called ‘independence’ has
not led to much improvement in living standards and solidarity across much
of the continent. Ultimately, the question arises about the extent to which
post-colonial African nations; or even previously uncolonised nations like
Ethiopia, are independent, and whether emancipation from Western
structures of oppression is possible.
‘Neo-colonialism’ is a term coined by the visionary Black leader of Ghana,
Kwame Nkrumah. In 1995 He commented saying; ‘The essence of
neocolonialism is that the state which is subject to it is, in theory,
independent and has all the outward trappings of international sovereignty.
In reality its economic system and thus its political policy is directed from
outside.’ In briefly examining Neo-colonialism, it’s useful to examine its
facets, and so in this essay it will be addressed as containing economic,
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political, and cultural facets; though there are many more, and a great deal
more complexity to be explored in more depth at another time.
Economic Neo-colonialism.
Mafa Kwanisai Mafa discussed in their essay, ‘Eurocentric Hegemony and
African Recolonisation’, this issue of economic neo-colonialism: ‘Neocolonialism is best understood when viewed as a system which is the source
of endless plunder of global resources; and these mass global war crimes,
channels Africa’s (and other parts of the globe) riches to the US.’4 That is to
say, that economic neo-colonialism, though itself is a process; is also the end.
The intent of Western nations in using methods of economic subjugation
alongside political and cultural subjugation is to extort economic benefit from
the predominantly resource rich post-colonial world. Economic neocolonialism relies on the tethering of capitalist African economies to Western
economies either through credit and loan agreements or political aid and trade
arrangements. The extent to which the West is willing to defend its financial
investments can be seen in the rapidity with which the war on Pan-Africanist
Col. Muammar Gaddafi developed after he posed a serious enough threat to
Western dominance. His success in turning the ‘Organisation for African Union’
(OAU) into the ‘African Union Commission’ (AUC) was to be eclipsed by his
ambition to set up an African Monetary Fund backed by oil reserves and a
common African currency.5 ‘In 2011, the Obama administration deployed
hundreds of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) personnel to facilitate the
counter-revolutionary militias that were funded by imperialism to overthrow
the Jamahiriya government [in Libya]’6 They succeeded, and the extensive oil
investments and continued disunity of Africa was secured.
The United States, UK, France, and Germany among others also have huge
military stakes in the so-called ‘War on Terror’ that secures large military
contracts and potential political support. It also keeps leaders accountable to
their debt payments and political agreements with the IMF and World Bank.
AFRICOM (US African Command) has been instrumental with the CIA in
supporting militant groups both supporting puppet dictators, and instating
‘democratic’ regimes based on Western democratic structures.7 Together, the
military and economic arrangements form a significant bulwark of neo-colonial
structures that keeps ‘independent’ Africa subservient to the Imperial West,
Mafa K.M. ‘Eurocentric Hegemony and African Recolonisation.’ Midlands State University, Zimbabwe. Journal
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and have led to significant issues with ‘decolonising’ or indeed ‘developing’ the
‘independent’ non-West.
Political Neo-Colonialism
The movement by colonisers to ‘decolonise’ nations during the process of
independence has resulted in little more than political continuity. Of course,
for the most part, in terms of the political elite; white faces have been
replaced with Black ones. But little more has changed. Across Africa
particularly, many legal, constitutional, political structures are exactly the
same now as they were under British, French, Dutch, Belgium, or Portugese
rule. ‘The Transfer of Power, edited by A.H.M. Kirk-Greene is a compilation
of interviews and articles about the political machinations behind colonial
countries’ independence. In the case of Britain, a ‘Colonial Office’ was set
up, to ‘nation-build’ and ease the transition from British rule to self-rule.8
What’s clear is that throughout the process, it was the Colonial Office and
the Governor that had overarching authority, and were the architects of the
independence agendas in many nations, pushing policy towards the British
National Interest.9 Not only are most political structures therefore the same
now as they were at the height of colonialism - structures designed to
oppress populaces and enforce corporate contracts in the Western interest
- but even the independence itself; once economically expedient to the
coloniser, was arranged too. The image of the corrupt African nation,
incapable of dealing with its own political actors, let alone populace, is not
unsurprising. Corruption is synonymous with politics across the world,
whether due to Child Sex Abuse cover-ups in the United Nations;10 The EU
refusing to audit over £100billion of its own spending; 11 US Senators
fabricating companies for personal gain (aside from senate structures of
corporate sponsorship that would be called bribery anywhere else in the
world);12 or the overspending of the Conservative Political Party in the UK
in some constituencies;13 and yet arguably, nowhere has the image of
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corruption stuck so well as less developed African countries. This is probably
due to the fact that post-colonial political structures were not designed for
transparency or equality; they were based on the same political structures
that were in place to repress potentially rebellious subjects of an
economically, ethnically, and socially superior imperial occupier as the
architects of those legal systems believed. In supposedly ‘independent’
post-colonial nations today, there is no independence from that political
reality.
The structures that oppress are international as well. The United Nations,
and Peacekeeping programmes, are designed to perpetuate existing
political and territorial structures that were imposed by colonial powers.
Osman Antwi-Boateng explains this in terms of international hegemonic
powers which have neo-colonial investments in Africa, utilising missions like
‘peacekeeping’ (which are inherently invested in Western understandings of
state, and the Colonial borders imposed on those societies), to further their
domestic agendas; ‘China veered into peacekeeping when in 2015 it
“started deploying hundreds of troops to South Sudan…to bolster the UN
peace mission in the country - the first ever Chinese infantry battalion to
be sent on external peacekeeping operations” (Allen 2015). Further
undermining China’s traditional “non-interference policy”’14 The United
Nations infamously over represents the West and ‘Developed’ Countries
with its make-up of the Security Council, and is a tool for continued
Western, particularly US, hegemony in the world, even with disadvantaged
competition from Russia and China. This was the reason why the moves to
create an African Union were so significant, and other unions such as the
East African Union to encourage unity as a counterweight against Western
imperial action. Unfortunately, most of these political institutions are built
on the structures reflecting Western borders, notions of statehood, and
hegemony. They are structures that reify the existing nation-state-capitalist
paradigm that has historically caused so much damage to Africa.15
As alluded to by the quote about Chinese Imperialism in Africa, these
structures are also the same structures that are antagonising and
perpetuating a clash between the East and West Great Powers of the World,
with China rapidly developing soft-power neo-colonial ties with Africa; the
first bilateral trade agreements between African Nations and China being in
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the late 1950’s.16 This reduces entire populations of millions of
disadvantaged people into bargaining chips to fight over in the unending
cold war for economic hegemony. All of this points to the fact that
‘independent’ African nations are lacking in any real or substantive
independence, and that neo-colonialism runs most of Africa’s domestic and
foreign policy in a way that benefits the global Imperial superpowers.
Cultural Neo-Colonialism
Cultural Neo-Colonialism has been used to neuter populaces across the
world, but particularly in Africa, from being aware or having the opportunity
to gain awareness of the issues of Political Neo-Colonialism. The concerted
effort to convince ‘self-ruling’ populaces that they are indeed ‘self-ruling’
and that their problems are the fault of their leaders has been significant.
This has been possible because the international exchange of information
and culture both in popular culture, and academic dialogue is highly
unequal.17 Moreover, the control of cultural exchange, has led to huge
cultural exports from the US and UK, with very little export from Africa to
the rest of the world apart from through limited diffusion by commercialised
and sanitised African American exports, tailored to white Western tastes.
Mafa writes, ‘The US directed global imperialism utilizes the medium of
films, radio, newspapers, television, music and every other form of
propaganda to better control Africa and the African world. The imperialists
justify conquest in many ways, and one method is the projection of
Europeans as superior relative to the rest of humanity, and of course as
God’s chosen race.’18 It is no insignificant thing, the mode of dress the vast
majority of people across Africa assume, when they go to church. Every
Sunday, or Saturday for the Seventh Day Adventists, which is a popular
denomination in many Christian majority African nations, Black Africans
across the continent don traditional Western clothes to go to church services
to worship their God. People are told by the media propagated in society
that they cannot come to their God as they are, but must assume the image
of their oppressor - the opposite of what the Gospel they purport to follow
preaches. The battle for the independent minds of Africa has been raging
since before Rudyard Kipling first said, ‘White man’s burden’. The civilising
mission is one of telling an individual they are not good enough, but we are,
so be more like us: ‘European cultural benchmarks were used in
determining what civilization entailed, and who was or was not civilized.
Europeans were themselves the judges, determining the nature of a
Antwi-Boateng O. Ph.D. ‘New World Order Neo-Colonialism: A Contextual Comparison of Contemporary China
and European Colonization in Africa’ United Arab Emirates University, Al Ain. Journal of Pan African Studies,
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civilized culture (particularly in the political economic arena, which defines
the social milieu).’19
More importantly, many post-colonial nations attempted to ‘create’ a
culture; the aim was to form the touchstone for national unity. But of
course, this was a construction; and only designed to serve the Western
constructed states that were built on blood, do not reflect historical or
community truths, and have limited legitimacy. One such example is that
of Zimbabwe’s ‘narrative of national rebirth’ from civil war post-Rhodesianprotectorate status according to J.L. Fisher. ‘Zimbabwe’s war memory
provides, as it were, a classificatory scheme, the wherewithal to think about
who belongs, and how, to the Zimbabwean nation, for war is no less a force
in the development of nationhood where, as in Zimbabwe, the conflict to be
remembered is internecine (Grant 1998:163).’20 Many countries however,
needed this sort of cultural reconstruction, because they had been so
affected by generations of, and ongoing, messaging that their culture is
inferior to the West’s. But it does not appear that national cultural
reconstruction to fight neo-colonialism based on top-down initiatives, when
their genesis is found in colonial structures, is a solution at all. In fact, most
of the initiatives, even arguably successful drives such as under Kwame
Nkrumah, have not really managed longevity or any success in changing
the living standards of actual citizens. These top-down movements have
their own issues as well as they reflect a form of imperialism in that they
are formulated by the often Western educated elite who impose structural
cultural ideas on the educationally impoverished - and often historically
disparate and diverse, such as the ethnically and culturally separate Yoruba
Jews of Nigeria21 - majority. That does not produce a sustainable cultural
identity that people can be proud of. Chancellor Williams goes to great
lengths to explain that despite the horrific crimes of non-Blacks in Africa,
the primary domestic reason for persistent failure of African civilisations to
resist external threats is disunity because, he claims, historical African
constitutionalism is ‘anti-empire’; ‘The actual fact is that the traditional
African political system was fundamentally and structurally anti-empire...
self-government or chiefdom was a way of life, not a theory... To say that
Arabs and Europeans were solely or even mainly responsible for the
destruction of all great African states would be glossing over, or attempting
to ignore the principal internal factor: disunity. What the whites did... was
to ‘cash in’ on it to the fullest extent possible’. 22 Recent post-colonial
Mafa K.M. ‘Eurocentric Hegemony and African Recolonisation.’ Midlands State University, Zimbabwe. Journal
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discourse therefore has often focussed on this as a cultural ‘deficit’ that has
made it difficult to combat colonial and neo-colonial imagery. There is a
sense in which this is very true, if you accept the hegemonic Western
narrative on the nature of nation-states and international structures of
democratic recognition. But in another, real sense, to believe that largescale, organised, imperial-esque unity is necessary to resist the colonial
imagery, is once again in some way to accept the paradigm of the
administrative nation-state as the West has conceived it. On the contrary,
‘winning’ back the hearts and minds of Africans on the ‘territory’ of the
enemy may not be possible. As IR scholars encouraged to think in terms of
states, borders, national interest, realism, liberalism or to get lost in the
academic jungle that is post-structuralism (as interesting and useful as it is
dense); we are convinced into accepting a false dichotomy. It seems that
many who write in the post-colonial discourse do the same thing; they see
either victory in the reclamation of the nation-state for the Blacks, or failure
and acquiescence, loss to the white Western imagery. It seems that this
limits Black historiography to fighting the battle on the false flag of
independence. Decolonisation within the framework of the Western nationstate and Western understandings of nationalism can only go so far.
This is where some of the historical record can once again be illuminating.
Chancellor Williams explores the history of African constitutionalism and the
commonality that almost all African states and Empires have, having found
their origins and genesis in the Black Empire of Ethiopia, which ruled for
thousands of years and periodically controlled Ancient Egypt, which for
much of its history was just one wing of the vast Ethiopian Empire.23 There
is much that can be said about the nature of Ethiopia, and later Cush and
Aksum, and much that can be inferred from both the archaeological record
and ancient documents such as the Old Testament in the Bible, and records
from Roman and Greek philosophers who were known to finish their studies
at Meroe in Ethiopia, but that would require more than a books worth of
writing.24 The truth is that the Western hegemonic narrative within culture;
particularly political culture (representative parliamentary, multi-party
politics that has become the defining standard of worldwide ‘democracy’) is
not only bad for Africa; it’s bad for the West as well. The cultural narrative
that ‘tribal democracy’ is somehow backwards because it has the word
‘tribal’ (as if changing the word ‘tribe’ to ‘clan’ or ‘group’ when it’s a white
collective, makes it different all of a sudden), has significantly hurt
democracy worldwide because African ‘tribal’ democracy based on the
ancient Ethiopian constitutionalism remains among the most advanced,
Williams, C. ‘The Destruction of Black Civilization’ Chicago: Third World Press, 1987. Pg.44
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representative and efficient forms of democracy in the world. With this in
mind, International Political scholars have to move away from the exclusive
reliance on Western European History to form socio-political discourse.25
The Black Panthers, inspired by revolutionary cultural awakening that was
empowering the Black youth of America, fought on basic principles of
solidarity, community involvement, and universal equality.26 Arguably they
failed with longevity, like many other movements, because the US has too
much of a direct hegemony over its territory and was able to compromise
the group itself. While Neo-colonialism is a strong force in Africa, it seems
that African American scholars, Chancellor Williams included, are wrong in
stating that America and African American’s are best placed to lead the
decolonisation movement against false flag independence; not because
they are incapable, but because they aren’t allowed.27 Rather, this battle
for the emancipation of the minds of Africans must come from Africa, where
it began, and it must take the shape of a complete rejection of Western
politics and political structures; an outpouring of social empowerment based
on community involvement and responsibility, democratic and social
structures based in real African history, not constructed by a Western
educated elite; and most significantly, must incorporate the grassroots as
the foundation of the movement as opposed to top-down, bureaucratic state
governance. The success of Gandhi's liberation movement in India (even if
subsequent political issues were outside of his control) relied on its mass
participation and decentralised nature focussing first on the image and
cultural conduct of oneself; a beautiful image of cognitive and cultural
emancipation comes from the rejection of Western dress, done publicly by
Gandhi and many of his supporters: ‘[People would take off their foreign
clothing and put them on a heap... Gandhi set a match to them.] ‘Millions
are too poor to replace the discarded cloth... Let them be satisfied with a
mere loin cloth... India has never insisted on full covering of the body’.28
There are plenty of examples where this could potentially be done too in
African traditions, returning communities to cultural ties based on historic
unity, as opposed to modern, Western imperialism, even down to cultural
ways of thinking about mathematics and mathematical education. 29Until
this emancipation over culture and identity has been realised, can we really
say the non-West, specifically Africa, is independent of colonial structures
at all?
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In conclusion, it seems the post-colonial experience of ‘independence’ thus
far, in many nations across the world, particularly in Africa can often be
characterised as one of disempowerment, or continuity from the colonial
experience. A true independence movement in Africa must shirk the burden
of Western structure and understanding, and embrace historical constructs,
many of which appear superior in function to the Western structures forced
on African populations by colonialism. The false flag of independence cannot
be allowed to fly, and a peaceful, truly emancipatory, culturally and
historically congruent independence must be sought from the grassroots.
At its core, true independence can only be achieved by the emancipation of
African identities from the shackles of Western socio-political and economic
structures. Until then, nations are irrevocably tied to existing dynamics of
being within the neo-liberal world that define global post-colonial
geopolitics.
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State-building: Miracle on the Han
By: Lasson Chryssikos

It is common knowledge in the study of history and sociology that the
nation-state, or ‘modern’ state, was established in Europe due to
endogenous developments.1 More precisely, a state is “a human community
that (successfully) claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical
force within a given territory.”2 Therefore, the “state is considered the sole
source of the ‘right’ to use violence… ‘politics’ for us means striving to share
power or… to influence the distribution of power…”3 In contrast with the
endogenous emergence of the modern state in the West, in the developing
world it was an externally induced occurrence.4 Yet, some exceptions exist
where preexisting sociopolitical institutions and organizations persevered
and did not fall prey to western colonization and subsequent destruction.5
One of those examples is Korea, with its unique socioeconomic and political
discourse in the twentieth century. That would not mean Korea and its
institutions was spared from external influences, especially after the division
of the country into two distinct territories in 1945, under the auspices of the
US and the Soviet Union.6 Nevertheless, one should go even further back
in time, in 1905 specifically, when Korea was colonized by Japan after the
latter’s victory over Russia and China and the consent or even support of
the British and Americans.7 The period of colonialization and Japanese
influence would arguably prove impactful to the idiosyncrasy of the South
Korean state and public affairs. But it was only in May 1961 that the
Republic of Korea (ROK) would enter the orbit of a strong developmental
state, unique in its kind.
This essay will therefore focus on the process of state-building in the ROK
after the May 16 coup d’état and Park Chung-hee’s accession to power in
1961. To do this coherently, an outline will be given of the influences on the
Korean state up to postcolonial South Korea. Afterwards, this essay will
discuss the three most important elements that helped constitute the ROK’s
strong developmental state, or ‘developmental autocracy’8 after 1961,
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illustrating different aspects of relatively successful state-building. Lastly,
this essay will conclude that the ROK’s experience in state-craft and road to
democracy from the early 1960s to the late 1980s is a unique one,
incomparable to any other, thus highlighting the essay’s explicit argument
that it is empirically unfeasible to answer in a universal fashion whether the
Western concept of nation-state works for the non-Western worlds.
Influences on the formulation of the Korean State
Different factors have formulated the Korean state’s idiosyncrasy and its
place in the world leading to Park’s developmental autocracy in 1961. Some
basic factors are the fact that Korea has been ethnically homogenous, and
still is, having few to none historical ‘exoduses’ of populations. Moreover,
Korean society, despite its majoritarian Christian and Buddhist citizens, has
been formulated along the lines of Confucian principles, thus having a
starkly hierarchical society where the rulers, or the state is at the top of the
pyramid. In fact, the “guk’ka” (Korean for state) “is an amalgam of ‘nation’
and ‘family’”.9 Resultantly, politics in the self-isolated “hermit kingdom”10,
but also in the ROK afterwards, could be characterized as highly centralized,
Seoul being the epicenter of power, thus making a clear distinction between
rulers and “the mass of society”.11 Already, it can be seen that Korea’s
political discourse, even from the time of the hermit kingdom, is a selfmade one, which was formulated independently from the Western notion of
the ‘nation-state’.
A major source of influence in the formulation of contemporary Korea would
be its experience of Japanese colonial rule. In Bruce Cummings’ words,
“Japan… pursued an organized, architectonic colonialism in which the
planner and administrator was the model, not the swashbuckling
conqueror; the strong highly centralized colonial state mimicked the role
that the Japanese state had come to play in Japan – intervening in the
economy, creating markets, spawning new industries, suppressing
dissent.”12 This mimicry of the Japanese state practice would later come to
resemble the alliance between Japan’s Industrial groups (keiretsu) and the
state13 under the form of close coordination between the ROK government
and conglomerates (chaebol).14 Form the above, the ROK state was
influenced primarily by its societal idiosyncrasy and colonial experience
induced by an Asian state. Moreover, South Korea’s postcolonial discourse,
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unlike other formerly colonized states, was not anti-Western, but rather
welcoming of the US15, although not the same could be said for Japan.
Miracle on the Han
After the end of the Korean War and Rhee Syngman’s political survival as
president of the ROK (who was favored by the Americans as early as the
liberation of Korea16) the socioeconomic conditions in South Korea
worsened dramatically. Rhee’s autocratic regime had failed to better the
economy, resulting in a loss of faith in the presidency by the people and the
elites.17 Consequently, Rhee was forced to resign after the student-led April
Revolution in 1960, which led to a volatile and lacking in many ways
democracy, arguably vulnerable to communism exported from North Korea
and unable to implement necessary economic reforms for growth to occur.18
The further destabilization of the country was arguably the result of
democratization, political unrest and polarization ensuing since people took
it easier to the streets to protest.19 When students protested in early May
1961 for an imprudent reunification with North Korea, the military imposed
a deeply anti-communist and economic development and ‘national
restoration’ preaching junta led by Park Chung-hee.20
The state that Park inherited in 1961 was highly dysfunctional and
institutionally backward.21 The period 1961-3 proved crucial in laying the
foundations for an institutionally strong state. Park based his efforts for
institutional reform and modernization on leadership and his inner circle of
confidants. Those efforts were channeled through the Supreme Council of
National Reconstruction (SCNR) and the Korean Central Intelligence Agency
(KCIA).22 The latter, led by Park’s second, Kim Chong-p’il, was crucial in the
“establishment of the powers and functions of the junta’s key economic
institutions (Economic Planning Board, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of
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Commerce and Industry) as well as strengthening the political arm of Park’s
rule (Ministry of Home Affairs)”.23
As a result, the elaboration of the ROK’s developmental state was due to
the junta’s prioritization of political control and stability, without which the
achievement of economic growth was considered uncertain. In order to
achieve political dominance, the KCIA was entrusted with policymaking
capabilities, which was translated into “repressive and punitive measures
(in terms of political control) and dysfunctional shock therapies (in terms of
economics)”.24 In fact, the KCIA and Kim Chong-p’il were of great
significance for policy reform and the consolidation of power.25 The KCIA’s
decisions were enforced by the highest decree, and specifically the Law
Regarding the Extraordinary Measures for National Reconstruction, which
gave primacy to the emergency measures law over the ROK’s
Constitution.26 Moreover, the expansion of Park’s powers through the KCIA
apparatuses, and well placed graduates of the Korea Military Academy
(which was a pool of military officers loyal to Park) within the new
administrative bodies27, led to the initiation of purges in the public sector.
This was covered up as an attempt to renovate civil service leadership with
a change of the older generation with the younger one, while reducing public
expenditures as well.28 Yet, that was but a show of force and arbitrary
power, while these purges spilled over to the social sphere, leading to the
dissolution of political parties, social organizations and others.29 Admittedly,
security, stability through political control, and leadership in the face of Park
Chung-hee, Kim Chong-p’il and Korea Military Academy graduates, was
essential for the occurrence of a more resourceful technocrat-led
bureaucracy in economic matters.30 To emphasize this more, “it was only
after the KCIA’s economic role was discredited (June 1962), all potential
rivals of Park were weeded out from the SCNR (March 1963), and Park was
legitimated electorally (October 1963) that Park was able to follow the
tenets of technocratic rationality in economic policy-making”.31 The
economic aspect of it all will now be elaborated in further detail.
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Park, unlike other nation-builders such as Ataturk in Turkey, Lee in
Singapore, or Deng in China, acquired power illegitimately in a country that
was on a bumpy course towards democracy.32 In order to gain much needed
credibility, the existence of a civilian government headed by Park as
president was in order, which he attained by getting democratically elected
in 1963.33 Yet, his legitimacy was strengthened in his 1967 and 1971
electoral victories, which arguably was due to the fruits of economic
development.34 It would be thus an understatement to say that successful
economic development legitimated Park’s state-building. Rather, economic
growth was a reproducing and stabilizing factor of Park’s practice of statebuilding.
South Korea’s economic rise since the 1960s was “characterized by high
growth rates of income, high inflation rates in the 1960s and 70s, declining
unemployment rates and a rapid increase in exports.”35 Since 1963, the
ROK’s growth rate never fell below five percent, except from 1980 when
political instability ensued for a brief period of time after Park’s
assassination.36 The fruits of economic growth were spread throughout the
population through rising wages and rapid job creation, which created a
sense of legitimacy in the face of Park.37 With the institutional structure laid
down by the junta in the period 1961-3, economic take-off was imminent.
The creation of the Economic Planning Board (EPB) in July 1962 was
instrumental in that purpose, since as a superministry with overarching
authorities over different ministries, it was responsible for economic
planning. More specifically, the EPB and the ministries included in its
authorities in conjunction with the Park-Kim Chong-p’il factions within the
SCNR, were responsible for the development of the Five-Year Economic
Plans, which defined the budgetary, monetary, fiscal and industrial policy
of the state.38
In general terms, the ROK’s economic success was achieved due to its
export-oriented industrialization beginning in the 1960s.39 Efforts were
initially centered on labor-intensive light manufacturing industries, but by
mid-1973, all efforts were concentrated on heavy and chemical industries,
32
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including
industrial
machinery,
shipbuilding,
electronics,
steel,
40
petrochemical and non-ferrous metal. Additionally, growth of labor input
in the 1960s and 70s proved to be the most important factor for growth, in
conjunction with having the longest hours of all Asian newly industrialized
economies41 and significantly powerless labor unions with repressed
political agency.42 To sum the above, “Korea’s economic development was
fueled by an intensive increase in factory input and rapid expansion of
exports”43. Nonetheless, a significant factor in this development was not
simply the result of market forces, but rather the result of an orchestrated
effort of a highly authoritative government, or to use Park’s favorite maxim
according to Kai-Sun et al, it was a process of “nation-building through
exports”.44
One last thing that needs to be stressed in the economic aspect of statebuilding in Korea is the close coordination between the government and the
chaebol, which permitted the realization of the ROK’s industrial take-off.45
Regardless of a bumpy start with Park trying to subjugate and lead the
chaebols into bankruptcy with large fines and accusations of tax evasion, a
compromise was reached in July 1961, with the creation of the Federation
of Korean Business Leaders (FKI), constituting of the thirteen leading
businesses and spearheaded by Samsung’s owner, Yi Pyong-ch’ol. The
chaebol were crucial due to their economic magnitude. As a result, the FKI
had to concede to the SCNR’s developmental plans, while the latter made
concessions to the chaebol.46 Concessions were turned into incentives in the
form of “tax exemptions, allocation of credits at zero or negative interest
rates, multiple exchange rates, direct cash payments, permission to retain
foreign exchange earnings for private use and the privilege to import
restricted commodities.”47 Consequently, the success of the developmental
measures was so great that the economy’s performance outpaced the
targets set by the Economic Planning Board during the first, second, and
third five-year plans, in 1962-6, 1967-71, and 1972-76 respectively.48
Conclusively, the state-chaebol partnership was an iron fist in this process
of state building, unique and largely endogenous in its emergence.
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Lastly, Park’s success and the ROK’s political discourse would be utterly
different without external support and especially that of the US. South
Korea’s state building was the costliest the US ever underwent. Throughout
the 1960s according to the US Agency for International Development
(USAID) the ROK had “become a symbol of the determination of the United
States to assist the nations of free Asia to defend themselves against
communist aggression.”49 To be exact, 7,6 percent of US foreign aid budget
was dedicated to the ROK in 1960.50 Moreover, the state’s legitimacy was
boosted through the normalization of relations with Japan, and the sending
of 320,000 soldiers to Vietnam (for the period 1965-73), in exchange for
the ‘Brown Memorandum’, which consisted of financial aid by the US for the
modernization of Korea’s economy and military.51 Evidently, the ROK’s
state-building experience would not have been the same if the US had not
supported Korea with such large sums of money, which highlights the
influence that foreign aid can have in the outcome of a state-building
process and how important long term commitment is for the success of
state-building.
Conclusion
Although the ROK was far from immune from foreign influences, as Japan’s
colonial legacy and the dependency on US aid would evidence, Korea’s
experience in state-building was one that was deeply owned by its Korean
instigators and endogenously promoted. Just like in the case of Japan the
compatibility of the samurai spirit and industrial modernity was possible 52,
so was it in the case of Korea to intertwine Confucian principles with
industrial modernity. Rather than a mimicry of a Western notion of a nationstate, the ROK was a self-made experience for the formulation of which
countless Koreans contributed, from the elites in the military and chaebol,
to the repressed political dissidents and ordinary citizens. The case of Korea
does not, however, prove that there have not been instances where a
Western notion of ‘nation-state’ was externally imposed upon peoples who
had utterly different conceptions of political organization than the West.
What Korea’s case does prove, though, is that notions of ‘nation-state’
existed beyond the West, and that even if the Western notion has grown
dominant, state-building experiences such as Korea’s in the 1960s was one
owned by its leaders and people and distinct from any other. Therefore, it
is unfeasible to answer in a universal fashion whether the Western model
of ‘nation-state’ works in non-Western worlds. Instead, a case by case
analysis should be conducted, with in-depth study of peculiarities in each
state-building process.
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Nigeria’s Intervention in the Cote d’Ivoire Conflict, 2002 – 2012:
From the Liberal and Radical perspectives
By:Joseph C. Ebegbulem

ABSTRACT
Since her independence in 1960, Nigeria has contributed immensely
towards the promotion of peace and security in Africa, especially in the West
African sub-region through various peace talks and interventions in conflicts
in the continent and the sub-region. Nigeria has been part of peace missions
and conflict resolutions organized at the global level by the United Nations,
at the regional level by the African Union and at the sub-regional level by
the Economic Community of West African States. She intervened in the two
conflicts which erupted in Cote d’Ivoire between 2002 and 2012. Nigeria
was one of the initial countries that gave total solidarity and support to the
government and people of Cote d’Ivoire. Nigeria’s intervention in the Ivorian
conflict can be viewed and analysed from the liberal and radical
perspectives. While the liberal scholars see Nigeria’s intervention in the
conflict as part of the country’s commitment to regional peace and security
in the West African sub-region, the radical school maintains that no national
interest was at stake to warrant the country’s intervention. The paper
discusses the background of the Cote d’Ivoire conflict and examines the
factors responsible for the conflict. The paper also looks at Nigeria’s
intervention in the conflict from the liberal and radical perspectives, and
examines if her intervention in the conflict was anchored on any principle
that would confer on the country robust political and economic merit, and if
her intervention in the conflict enhanced her national security.
BACKGROUND OF THE COTE D’IVOIRE CRISIS
Cote d’Ivoire is one of the French speaking countries in the West African
sub-region. The country got her independence from France in 1960, and
enjoyed relative peace under its first president, Felix Houphouet-Boigny
who ruled the country from 1960 till 1993 when he died. Cote d’Ivoire which
was considered one of the richest and most stable country in West Africa
was engulfed in conflict in September 2002 as a result of pressure on the
economy and selfish political ambitions of the political class in the country.
Consequently, the unfriendly and fractious relations that exist between the
Ivorian citizens who see themselves as “real Ivorian” and ‘foreigners’ of
Malian and Burkinabe heritage became the scapegoats in the process of
pursuing such political ambitions. This gave birth to the term “Ivorite”
(Ivoriannes) which was used as a political tool for exclusion. The “Ivorite”
politics became a source of power struggle that manifested in Cote d’Ivoire
after the death of President Houphouet-Boigny in 1993.
There was a political vacuum after the death of the president in 1993 which
resulted in a protracted power struggle. The concept of Ivorite as a tool of
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exclusion became more pronounced as the economy began to decline. The
Ivorite policy was enunciated by Housphouet-Boigny’s successor, Mr. Konan
Bedie. According to Lynne (2004), “the Ivorite policy sowed a seed of
paranoia, impoverished the foundation of community life, and produced an
Ivorian society that was characterized by fear” (Lynne, 2004:18).
Communities see each other as enemies and antagonists on the basis of
identities which became fixed.
The policy of Ivorite excluded individuals who were not born of Ivorian
parents from contesting elections. This is the case with Alassane Quattara
who comes from the immigrant-heavy northern part of Cote d’Ivoire.
Alassane Quattara was excluded from the presidential race after he was
accused of descending from Burkinabe parents. Bedie’s Ivorite policy and
his tight grip on the political life of Cote d’Ivoire created ethnic tension which
would trigger crisis in the long run.
Laurent Gbagbo proclaimed himself winner of the presidential election of
2002 after refusing to admit defeat. There was a popular revolt in Cote
d’Ivoire that year as a result of this subversion of democracy. This was
followed by a brief civil war between 2002 and 2004, with some lingering
conflicts between Laurent Gbagbo’s government and a northern rebel
movement. Commenting on the factors responsible for this rebellion,
McGovern (2011) stated that “the rebellion was sparked mainly by the
fragility of democratic institutions, economic issues, and ethnic tensions due
to the large number of immigrants in the country and discrimination towards
people of Burkinabe origin who make up a significant percentage of the
population in the northern part of the country” (McGovern, 2011:23).
Three prominent politicians contested the 2010 presidential election in Cote
d’Ivoire. They were Alassane Quattara, Laurent Gbagbo and Henri Konan
Bedie. Henri Bedie was eliminated in the first round of the elections which
was conducted on October 31, 2010, leaving Alassane Quattara and Laurent
Gbagbo to compete in the second round of elections which was conducted
on November 28, 2010 (Hellweg, 2012).
With 54% of the total votes cast in favour of Alassan Quattara against
Laurent Gbagbo’s 46%, the Cote d’Ivoire Election Commission (CEI)
declared Alassane Ouattara the winner of the election four days after the
second round of elections. According to McGovern, “while international
observers declared the elections free and fair, albeit reporting spontaneous
violent incidents due to ethnic tensions between North and South, the Cote
d’Ivoire constitutional court declared the elections fraudulent, and excluded
votes from certain constituencies of the North” (McGovern, 2011:26).
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Consequently by excluding votes from the Northern region where Alassan
Quattara was favoured to win, the constitutional court argue that the Cote
d’Ivoire Election Commission do not possess the authority to announce the
results of the election as the deadline for the announcement of the results
was over and victory was attributed to Laurent Gbagbo. Based on the results
and pronouncement of the Cote d’Ivoire Election Commission, Alassane
Quattara maintained that he was the winner of the presidential election, as
he argued that the action of the constitutional court represents an abuse of
power. Ignoring the declaration of Alassane Quattara as winner of the
election by the Election Commission, military officers stood behind Laurent
Gbagbo, even though the international community supported Alassane
Quattara’s declaration of victory. The result of this confusion was two
inauguration ceremonies and competing claims to power that ignited the
second crisis which started in 2011.
Factors Responsible for the Cote D’Ivoire Conflict
While many scholars and writers on the Ivorian conflict have associated the
conflict with the post-colonial administration, others have attributed it to
economic and socio-cultural factors. Cote d’Ivoire’s political upheavals have
remained latent before the 1980’s when the country started witnessing
confrontation among the government, politicians and activists. The
leadership style of President Houphouet Boigny which was authoritarian in
nature created a lot of tensions and grievances among the Ivorian people.
These tensions and grievances which culminated into political power
struggle, characterized by military coups were indicators of political crisis.
The overall security situation in the West African sub-region where common
intra-state conflicts spread across the national borders, thus affecting the
security of the neighbouring states is another contributing factor to the
origin of the conflict in Cote d’Ivoire. Based on the afore-stated problems,
this paper will discuss some of the factors that gave rise to the conflict in
Cote d’Ivoire.
The first factor to be discussed is the system of governance and succession
in Cote d’Ivoire. According to Konate (2004), the system of government
which Houphouet Boigny, the first Ivorian president established was
characterized by personal loyalty to him built on the culture of dialogue and
peace. Konate notes that the president’s system of governance was based
on political patronage which characterize the Ivorian public service at all
levels. Patronage took the form of political appointments and monetary
inducements. The monetary inducements came from rents extracted from
the plantation economy through La Caisse de stabilization de products
Agricoles (CAISTAB). CAISTAB is the central marketing organization.
Commenting on the role of CAISTAB in the patronage system, Banegas
(2006:537) states that “CAISTAB guaranteed producer prices which were
about 50 percent of the global market prices. The surplus was the main
resource that supported the patronage system.” Banegas went further to
explain how the patronage system was used to silence critics of government
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by co-opting potential opponents into the political elite with guaranteed
privileges. He asserts that “the patronage system was reinforced by cooptation of potential opponents and pressure groups, both ethnic and
professional groups, into the political elite and in the form of privileges as
well as strong rule that silenced critics” (Banegas, 2006:538).
The sustainability of the governance system depended on economic growth.
In other words, the system was sustainable as long as there was continuous
economic growth. This system which was based on political patronage did
not engender national cohesion because it was deprived of legitimacy, mass
participation and political consciousness as it was designed to favour a few
privileged individuals. These were primarily the plantation owners who
invariably were the government leaders. Thus, government policies were
more favourable to the plantation owners than any other individual or group
of individuals in the Ivorian society. In this context as observed by (Crook
1990:26), “the state and the political elite became a source of accumulation
and patronage, and state power became an instrument for the survival and
wealth accumulation of the elite rather than the survival of the nation.”
Consequently, what constitutes state interest is determined by the elite
whose interest is considered above state interest.
The structure of the state which was determined by the few political elite
lacked the mobilization of civil society associations, class or interest
aggregation did not have any agreed identity or legitimacy. Crook observes
further that “security tended to focus on the regime which invariably
influenced political choices to the detriment of the state’. The basis of the
existence of the state is thus, threatened by the fallout of this system of
governance. Corroborating Cook’s observation, Bakary (1997:70) notes
that “the roots of the crisis were in the system of governance itself as the
dwindling revenue creates a mismatch between available resources and
requests from opponents and pressure groups.” Bakery maintains that, with
the liberalization of both the political space and the agricultural sector (with
dissolution of CAISTAB), the basis for regulating political tensions ended in
open manifestations of dissensions and violent conflicts. This development,
according to Banegas (2006) was one of the main catalysts that eventually
led to the 1999 coup d’etat and subsequently armed conflict in 2002.
Yere (2007), in agreement with Bakary’s (1997) and Babegas’ (2006)
analysis on the system of governance, concluded that, within the Ivorian
context, the nature of the state and the question of nationhood was
determined in terms of the elite and regime security.
The governance system witnessed lack of mass mobilization; there was
rather an elitist club in the Ivorian society which derived its legitimacy from
rents got from the plantation economy. This became a threat to the Ivorian
nation which manifested in the armed conflict.
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Another source of the conflict which was related to the system of
governance was the question of succession. For the security of the regime,
Houphouet Boigny did not groom or encourage his potential successors
because he believed that doing so could pose a challenge to his authority.
Based on this, Banegas (2006) reasoned that this could be the reason for
appointing Alassane Quattara as Prime Minster since Houphouet Boigny
reasoned that Alassane Quattara could never become president in view of
his northern background and lineage with Burkina Faso. Akindes (2003)
similarly contends that Houphouet-Boigny’s caution was linked to his desire
to maintain elite cohesion. Elite and regime security thus, took the center
stage over national security. Security of the regime was responsible for the
lack of any defined succession plan. This had dangerous consequences for
national security as divisions and absence of unity among the elite created
the platform for the conflicts.
Ethnicity and regionalism constitute another factor that gave rise to the
Ivorian conflict. As a multi-ethnic society, Cote d’Ivoire has over 60 ethnic
groups. The major ethnic groups are the Mandes in the West and the
Northwest; the voltaic in the Northeast; the Krahn in the Southwest, the
Akans in the southeast (Akindes, 2004). The failure of the elite to build a
cohesive Ivorian national identity has remained a security threat to Cote
d’Ivoire (Bakary, 1997). The threat posed by ethnicity was, according to
Daddieh (2001:15) “derived from the system of ethnic stratification based
on an alleged methodology that ranked the ethnic groups in order of
superiority.” This, he said “placed the Mande first, followed by the Akan and
Krahn, a development that changed the ethno-religious balance and
threatened the perceived interests of the elites.” Daddieh (2001) however,
note that this classification was redefined by the Akan group that dominated
the Ivorian political class after independence, placing them at the top,
followed by the Mandes and Krahn.
By 1990, the ethno-regional factors began to aggregate; giving room for
political mobilization (Akindes, 2004). At this juncture, it has become
obvious that ethno-regional coalition is threatening to polarize the country,
as some areas became mobilization centres for ethno-regional interests.
Linked to ethnicity therefore, was the question of regionalism. There was
disparity in regional development between the South and North due to the
way the economy was structured before independence. The northern region
of Cote d’Ivoire was not as developed as the Southern region. Dozon (1977)
cited in Institute for Security Studies (2007:2) notes that “within this
context ethnic significance became overloaded with the sense of unequal
structuring of Ivorian society and manipulation by the colonial states.”
Unequal access to power and disparity in socio-economic development
increased the tempo for ethno-regional demands ignited by identity politics.
“Thus, the myopic exploitation of ethnicity and regionalism to perpetuate
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regimes was a threat to national cohesion and a fundamental grievance that
led to the conflict in Cote d’Ivoire.”
Migration is another factor that played prominent role in the Ivorian conflict.
The country’s liberal land policy encouraged migration to the cocoa growing
areas of the country. This later became part of the source of tension long
before the crisis started in 2002. Almas (2007:12) has argued that “the
political history of the Ivory coast is intimately linked with migration.”
Whereas migrants were a source of security to Houphouet Boigny and his
government, they were a source of threat to successive regimes after him
and the nation at large. Yere (2007) who highlights internal and external
migration as a source of conflict in Cote d’Ivoire states that about 30 percent
of the populations of Cote d’Ivoire are believed to be descendants of first
and second generation of immigrants. Given the pervasiveness of migrants
in every echelon of the Ivorian society, it was not surprising that relations
between the indigenes and foreigners have been tense since the preindependence period, leading to a sporadic xenophobic attacks by different
ethnic groups in Cote d’ivoire.
According to Akindes (2004:18), “the philosophy of using factors of
production, mainly labour and capital, manifested in the “open-door” policy
on immigration that produce a steady flow of foreign migrants into the rural
areas intended to benefit the elites”. Akindes contention was buttressed by
Woods (2003; 648) who highlights that “this liberal attributes to migrant
labour and capital was encouraged by incentives for migrants to own land
and participate in elections while an attractive investment code encourage
migrant entrepreneurs, particularly French and Lebanese.” Woods believes
that “this was a recipe for future conflict”.
Riel (2007) has examined the security significance of migrants under
Houphouet Boigny, and concluded that it was two-fold. The first, according
to him, were African migrants who provided cheap and available labour
while the second were Europeans (French) and Lebanese migrants who
made available foreign capital for the development of the plantation. The
patronage system that kept the regime in power was strengthened by the
rents received from both labour and investment. Secondly, Crook (1990)
posits that, the high level of expatriate manpower in the early years of
independence was part of a strategy by the Ivorian leaders to control the
administration and by extension, control the possibility of mass political
mobilization by workers. Based on the opportunity given to them to vote
during elections, migrants aligned themselves to the ruling party which they
see as their guarantor.
In contrast to Houphouet Boigny’s “open-door” policy on immigration, Bedie
perceived migrants as “invaders” who he sees as a threat to national
security. A report by the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations
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confirmed Bedie’s fears. A section of the report quoted by Mousa (2009:4)
warned that:
The tolerable threshold (of immigration) has been largely
exceeded in our country, exposing it to serious risks to the
socio-demographic equilibrium and to the social unity of Cote
d’Ivoire - each country must in its interests, take adequate
steps to avoid being invaded by foreigners. It is simply a
matter of safe-guarding the nation.
Highlighting the influx of migrants as part of social problems in Cote d’Ivoire
and a source of threat to national security, Djobo(2009:46) argues that;
while migrants were exploited for regime interests, the phenomenon
increased pressure on arable land; created concerns over the status of
children of migrants born and brought up in Cote d’Ivoire; highlighted intercommunity conflicts; placed a strain on basic social infrastructure; and led
to a rise in crime, among other problems. These are factors that have
enormous consequences for national security.
The potential consequence of the manipulation of migration for national
identity which emerged in 1990s degenerated into an identity crisis for
generations of migrants and Ivoirians of northern extraction. This was the
defining issue of armed conflict in Cote d’Ivoire.
The works of scholars on the causes of the Ivorian conflict show that, even
though scholars have covered various aspects of the causes of the conflict,
the concept of identity politics was not applied comprehensively enough in
the analysis of the causes of the conflict. Scholars like Chirot (2006); Kirwin
(2006); and Langer (2005) emphasized on the ethnic causes of the conflict.
Kirwin (2006) argues that, the security dilemma of Cote d’Ivoire was based
on shared North/South identity even though the Ivorian society is composed
of different ethnic groups.
Banegas and Marshal-Fratani (2007) similarly identified identity politics as
the basis of the spillover of the conflict into a regional and international
security issue. Akindes (2003) linked the conflict to politics of patronage
employed in the immediate post-independence period until 1993. In linking
political and economic inequalities with ethnicity, Langer (2005) identified
what he calls “horizontal socio-economic inequalities” between the North
and South divide coupled with “political horizontal inequalities” among the
elites as the root cause of the Ivorian conflict. He notes that inequalities
created opportunities for regimes to mobilize and garner support along
ethnic lines. Almas (2007), on his part emphasized the economic crisis in
the eighties as the main cause of the conflict. His explanation according to
Collet (2006), drew linkage between externally imposed Structural
Adjustment Programme (SAP) and subsequent deterioration of socioeconomic conditions as the cause of the conflict. Thus, economic concerns
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and the politics of exclusion created a polarization of the north/south
division.
The operation of the threat to national security in Cote d’Ivoire divided the
country into two distinct parts namely, the Muslim north and the
Christian/Ammist South. Nordas (2007) however, contested the
characterization of the conflict as a religious war. He delineated
exclusionary identity politics as the underlying cause of the Ivorian conflict.
What is lacking in the above explanations by these various scholars is an
adequate discussion on well-defined threats to national security and the
failure of successive Ivorian governments to convert economic prosperity
and periods of relative stability into building a national cohesion. The role
of the ruling elite, reflected in the attitudes of the various regimes, has been
largely overlooked as one of the main causes of the conflict that resulted to
security challenges in Cote d’Ivoire.
The “Ivorite” Factor
The combination of the afore-stated causes of the Ivorian conflict - the
system of governance, migration, ethnicity and regionalism resulted in
identity crisis. In their desire to maintain the status and positions of the
elite in the midst of socio-economic challenges, successive Ivorian leaders
after Houphout Boigny accommodated migrants in order to enhance their
legitimacy and protect their regimes. However, these regimes later
perceived migrants as a threat to the survival of both the nation and their
regimes. This threat was embodied in an ideology that distinguished
between nationals and foreigners: “Ivorite” (Bangas, 2006)
Bangas (2006:540) defines Ivorite as an “instrument of stigmatization and
discrimination”. Riehl (2007:34) defines it as “a nationalist dogma based on
a condition of “pure” Ivorian ancestry in order to enjoy political rights.”
Bouah, an ethno-sociologist cited in (Akindes, 2004:27), defines the sociocultural foundations of Ivorite as a “set of socio-historical, geographical and
linguistic data which enables us to say that an individual is a citizen of Cote
d’Ivoire or an Ivorian. The person who asserts his “Ivorite” is supposed to
have Cote d’Ivoire as his country, born of Ivorian parents belonging to one
of the ethnic groups native to Cote d’Ivoire.”
The Ivorite ideology manifested as an instrument for political exclusion at
the tribal and regional levels. “Tribal Ivorite sought to safeguard the
positions of the Akans by emphasizing Akan supremacy based on
anthropological constructs which viewed Christianity as an element of
Ivorian identity” (Banegas and Marshall-Fratani, 2007:21). According to
Banegas and Marshall-Fratani, the regional manifestation identified an
Ivorian with the South, West and the centre to the exclusion of those from
the north who are mainly Muslims, and for historical reasons ethnically
affiliated with Burkina Faso, Mali and Guinea.
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“Thus Ivorian identity became a combination of migrant status, ethnicity,
religion and language; a concept that implicitly or explicitly included Ivorian
nationals who settled in other parts of the country, thereby alienating a
large number of Ivorians by virtue of their ethno-religious affinity, with the
propensity of dividing the country into two”. (Banegas and Marshall-Fratani,
2007:28)
The consequences of this construct, according to Kohler (2003) was the
emergence of two types of Ivorian citizens categorized into pure blooded
Ivorian and Ivorians whose parents are without Ivorian citizenship.
Similarly, Konate (2004:8) observes that “it also created three levels of
non-Ivorian identities, namely, French, immigrants from West Africa, and
Ivorians whose geographical origins, ancestry, religion and family name
made them doubtful nationals.” Cote d’Ivoire was thus, grouped into two
regional geopolitical blocs of north and south which eventually formed the
basis of armed conflict in Cote d’Ivoire.
Almas, (2007) notes that Ivorite ideology was first introduced in Ivorian
politics by Gbagbo in his attempt to disfranchise citizens who were not born
of Ivorian parents in the 1990 elections, thereby projecting himself as a
defender of Ivorians’ interests’, This prevented many native Ivorians,
especially those who are from the northern part of Cote d’Ivoire from
exercising their right to vote and to be voted into elective offices. The
“Ivorite” factor became a threat to national security, considering the fact
that the population of immigrants in Cote d’Ivoire is more than 40 percent.
Identifying exclusionary politics as a contributing factor to the Ivorian
conflict, Almas (2007:15) states thus:
It is therefore, not surprising that mutiny and the subsequent
armed groups that emerged in 1992 and 2002, identified the
elimination of exclusionary politics as their main objective. It
is therefore, evident that identity politics and the definition of
Ivorian were measures to ensure the security of the regimes.
The result was the unintended consequences of creating a
threat to national security and cohesion, a threat that became
the heart of the armed conflict in 2002.
The Ivorite factor was an important component of exclusionary politics that
was used by successive leaders after Houphouet-Boigny for elite and regime
security. Many politicians from the northern region of Cote d’Ivoire were
prevented from contesting in elections because they are not full-blooded
Ivorians. The Ivorite factor thus became a source of conflict in Cote d’Ivoire.
Nigeria’s Intervention in the Cote d’Ivoire Conflict
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Nigeria has contributed immensely to the promotion of peace and security
in the West African sub-region. For over two decades, she has taken active
part in conflict resolutions and peace keeping operations in many West
African states that witnessed one conflict or the other. Nigeria has been a
major contributor of troops, logistics and finance in ECOMOG operations.
She has been an active participant in missions organized by the United
Nations (UN), the African Union (AU) and the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS).
Nigeria’s resolve to participate in peace missions and be part of conflict
resolution globally and regionally is enshrined in one of her foreign policy
principles which states that she will contribute to the promotion and
maintenance of universal and regional peace and stability. In line with this
principle, she has taken part in almost all the international, regional and
sub-regional peace keeping operations.
Cote d’Ivoire is not the first country in Africa where Nigeria was involved in
conflict resolution and mediation. Nigeria participated in the resolution of
the Congo crisis in 1960 under the auspices of the United Nations, so her
intervention in the Ivorian conflict was not a surprise to observers of the
country’s behaviour as an actor in international relations. This shows that
her intervention in the conflict in Cote d’Ivoire had historical basis.
When the conflict started in 2002, Nigeria did not waste time to reaffirm
her total solidarity for the government of Cote d’Ivoire. She contributed in
men and materials to assist the Ivorian government in dealing with the
security challenge, while at the same time-expressed her absolute rejection
of all actions leading to the unconstitutional change of government in any
country in the West African sub-region. She condemned in strong terms the
aggression perpetuated against the government and people of Cote d’Ivoire
as it was against the norms and principles which ECOWAS stands for.
In one of her efforts to resolve the Ivorian conflict, Nigeria led five other
countries in the sub-region (Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Mali Niger and Togo) to
form a six-nation mediation group to establish contacts with the rebels in
order to find a peaceful solution to the conflict. She initiated and
participated in the signing of many peace agreements under the framework
of ECOWAS to end the conflict. Nigeria renewed her mediation efforts
through talks with President Laurent Gbagbo in Abidjan and with the
Patriotic Movement of Cote d’Ivoire (MPCI) in Bouake which led to the
signing of the Cease-fire Agreement of October 17, 2002. She also
spearheaded the signing of the Lome Agreement of November 1, 2002 (Riel,
2007). The resolution of the political differences between the Ivorian
government and the MPCI was the reason for the two agreements.
Nigeria also made provision for buffer troops to prevent the warring parties
from engaging in any bloody confrontation, apart from overseeing the
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signing of the peace agreements. The direction of ECOWAS policy on the
conflict was dictated by Nigeria’s early intervention. To ensure a unified
approach to the Ivorian conflict, Nigeria’s President Obasanjo understook
several missions across West Africa in 2003. The President’s involvement in
the efforts to resolve the conflict continued in 2005. He attended several
important meetings which were convened to address the conflict situation
in Cote d’Ivoire. These include the AU and ECOWAS summits, the African
Union Peace and Security Council meeting in January 2005, and the
ECOWAS Extraordinary Summit in September, 2005 (George, 2012).
Nigeria also intervened in the second conflict which engulfed Cote d’Ivoire
following the presidential election of 2011. The Nigeria government sent
troops to Cote d’Ivoire as part of the United Nations observer team. The
country, along with other ECOWAS member nations confirmed the
constitutionality of the UN approved election results which gave victory to
Allasane Quattara in the presidential election. Nigeria took this step in line
with her policy to defend democracy in Africa, especially in the West African
sub-region. Her intervention in the Ivorian conflict, as argued by Almas
(2007), reiterated the sanctity of ECOWAS protocol on democracy and good
governance, under which member states are committed to zero tolerance
for power obtained through unconstitutional means.
Liberal and Radical Perspectives of Nigeria’s Intervention in Cote d’Ivoire
Since her independence in 1960, Nigeria has intervened at various times to
resolve conflicts in Africa, especially in West Africa under the auspices of
the United Nations (UN), the African Union (AU) and the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS).
Her intervention in the Ivorian conflict can be viewed and analyzed from
two perspectives - the liberal and radical perspectives. From the liberal
perspective, Nigeria’s intervention in the Cote d’Ivoire conflict is hinged on
the 1999 constitution. Section 19 of the 1999 constitution projects a
dynamic foreign policy for Nigeria through the promotion of economic
development, integration and unity, peace and security in Africa and the
world. The strongly held opinion by successive leadership of Nigeria that the
country must commit herself to regional peace and security in the African
continent, especially in the West African sub-region gave impetus to
Nigeria’s committed efforts to resolve the Ivorian conflict. This formed the
basis for Babangida’s famous declaration in a speech, as quoted by Ajulo
(2009:18) that “Africa’s problems and their solutions, should constitute the
premise of Nigeria’s foreign policy.” This idea was also echoed by President
Goodluck Jonathan, who, while declaring open a National Conference on the
Review of Nigeria’s Foreign Policy organized by the Presidential Advisory
Council (PAC) in August, 2011 noted that, “in the era of globalization, at a
time of grave challenges to national and international security such as we
face from terrorism and transnational crime network, our commitment to
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regional and international peace and security must remain as strong as
ever.”
The liberals also believe that Nigeria’s intervention in Cote d’Ivoire was
borne out of her security interest in the West African sub-region. This
informs Ojo Maduekwe’s contention that Nigeria’s security is inexorably
linked to a more secure Africa (Maduekwe, 2008). He and other liberal
scholars like Gambari (2010) and Guba (2007) argue that Nigeria’s
intervention in the Ivorian conflict was based on the belief that the conflict
may have spillover effect which can cause security challenges and instability
in other states in West Africa. These scholars contend that, if the conflict is
not resolved, it has the potential of reducing foreign investment in the West
African sub-region because investors would not want to invest in any
country or region that is always engulfed in one conflict or the other. It is
for this reason that Emeka Anyaoku - the Chairman of the Presidential
Advisory Council on Foreign Relations (PACFR) under President Goodluck
Jonathan’s regime supports Nigeria’s intervention in the Ivorian conflict. He
contends that the Ivorian conflict is a security risk for the entire West
African sub-region, “hence, the need for Nigeria to participate fully in
concerted efforts of ECOWAS and the United Nations to quell the uprising
and restore stability”. He believes that if the conflict is not resolved, Cote
d’Ivoire may become a hot bed for terrorism and for criminal gangs whose
operations will threaten the sub-region.
Ibrahim Gambari, justifying Nigeria’s involvement in Peace Support
Operations (PSO) and regional security, contends that:
In Africa, lack of sustainable development has been linked
directly to the proliferation and intensity of conflict situations
and war which in turn have hampered development efforts.
Threat to peace in a neighbouring country if not carefully
managed and resolved, could lead to massive exodus of
refugees, weapons proliferation and trans-border crimes and
general insecurity which could threaten other stable polities
and compromises national economies (Gambari, 2010:4).
Gambari (2010) and Guba (2007) have argued further that Nigeria’s
intervention in Cote d’Ivoire was as a result of her desire to achieve her
national interest in the West African sub-region. Both scholars point out that
all the political leaders of Nigeria from Prime Minister Tafawa Balewa to
President Goodluck Jonathan have identified West Africa as Nigeria’s natural
area of responsibility and by extension, interest. They equally cited Nigeria’s
investment in West Africa as a good reason why Nigeria should make the
West African sub-region its sphere of responsibility and should intervene
wherever there is conflict in the sub-region, hence the reason for Nigeria’s
intervention in the Ivorian conflict.
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From the radical perspective as argued by Dike (2010), no national interest
was at stake in Cote d’Ivoire to warrant Nigeria’s intervention. The radical
school believes that the Ivorian conflict was a domestic affair that does not
warrant external military intervention, therefore, Nigeria’s intervention
lacked legal and moral justification. Such intervention, according to the
radical school amounts to a violation of the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Cote d’Ivoire. Ngalim (2007), a radical scholar, also questions
the rationale behind Nigeria’s intervention in the Cote d’Ivoire conflict,
considering the fact that Cote d’ Ivoire had always been hostile towards
Nigeria because of fears created by France that Nigeria has an imperial
objective to foist an Anglophone agenda on the entire West African subregion. The hostility had once climaxed during the Nigerian civil war when
the then government of Ivory Coast now Cote d’Ivoire supported the
disintegration of Nigeria with the belief that such disintegration would
shatter the myth of any Nigeria’s superiority.
The radicals are not comfortable with the use of the nation’s resources for
intervention in Cote d’Ivoire, when such resources could be used to tackle
issues of common concern to a broad spectrum of Nigerians. These issues
include insecurity in the form of kidnapping and terrorism, armed robbery,
unemployment etc.
Even though this paper supports the argument of the liberal scholars that
the intervention was consistent with Nigeria’s national interest, the
questions here concerns who actually determines what constitutes Nigeria’s
national interest. Providing answers to this question, Al-Hassan (2008)
posits that Nigeria’s national interest is determined by the elite whose
personal interests are projected as Nigeria’s national interest, sidelining the
interest of the average Nigerian.
The radical scholars, who argue against Nigeria’s intervention in Cote
d’Ivoire did not consider the need for regional stability, neither did they
consider the need to protect the lives of Nigerians who were trapped in Cote
d’Ivoire during the conflict. However, our opinion in this paper is that
Nigeria’s intervention in the Ivorian conflict could have been limited to
dialogue and other diplomatic means instead of military intervention which
was the option chosen and vigorously pursued by the government.
Conclusion
Nigeria has always been at the forefront of conflict resolution in the West
African sub-region since her independence in 1960. The country has
provided desired leadership in the sub-region in conflict and crisis situations
through the instrumentality of the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS). It is widely believed that Nigeria’s leadership role and
her interventions in conflict situations in West Africa is not based on a clearly
defined national interest, but derived largely from a poorly conceptualized
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notion of “manifest destiny” and the ambition of many of her leaders over
the years. In clear terms, there is no strong national consensus on the utility
of Nigeria’s interventions in conflicts in West Africa, considering the
magnitude of leadership failure and security challenges at home.
Nigeria’s intervention in Cote d’Ivoire was premised on the fact that Nigeria
would always have a leadership role to play in Africa because whatever that
is in Africa’s interest is invariably in Nigeria’s interest. The country has
therefore made the promotion of peace and security in the West African
sub-region her primary consideration based on the fact that economic
development and regional integration cannot be possible if the region is
unstable.
Looking at the Ivorian conflict, it was discovered that the causes of the
conflict originated from the country’s political and economic circumstances.
While some of these circumstances were a consequence of the legacy of
French rule, to a large extent, they were partly due to the strategies
adopted by various regimes in Cote d’Ivoire to secure their administration
following the country’s independence in 1960. It is therefore, evident that
the roots of instability in Cote d’Ivoire which led to the conflict were the
failures of the state, represented by the ruling elite to perform its
fundamental task, namely building national cohesion especially in periods
of economic prosperity.
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